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FIELD REC0NIS3ANCII iN T}IE

CLEARWATER RZVER AND TRIBUTAaIES

General Gonditions

r*sortntionoi the area. - The Clssrwater River drains about
9600 square r4les of the aentral portion of the State of Idaho.

Its

tributaries head near the eumit of the Eitterroot Nountaine end flow
generally westward to the foothill oountry where the southern tributaries turn north

nâ the northern tributaries turn south to a oon-

flueno. at Ahsahka, from where the Clearwater

ow full grown oontinuzsa

its western oouro. to a junction with the Sako River at Lewiston, Idaho.
The drainage basin is roughly reotanguler with it. maximmi
width about 1.02 ailes and maximum length about 126 miles.

The area to

th. south i. drained by the Salmon giver into the Snake, that to the
east by the Bitterroot River into the Clerks Fork of the Columbia end
th. area to the north by the sit, Joe hiver, via Lake Cosur

ci

'Alone end

Spoktue ktv.r into the Columbia.

The Clearwater drainage basin is extremely rough, the streams
generally running in steep-walled narrow canyons with only a few plaoes
wher, the valleys widen out and the stream grades flatten.

The lowest

point in the drainage basin is at Lewiaton, Idaho, where the Clenrwater
esters the

zake,

The elevation here is 715 end the besin rengee up-

ward to saddle elevations between 6000
up to nearly 9090 feet.

nd 7000 f..t and peak elevations

The rivcr grade i

quit. moderate in the western

portion, being about &j feet per mile on the average for the 40 miles
from the mouth of the North Foric at Aheablca to the Snake River at

Lawiston.

}etween Ahss.hka az,l !cooskia, at the mouth of the South Pork,

the grad. averages about 8 feet to the mile for this 35 miles.

The grads

.

an the i4tddlø Fork from just h*low the junction of the Loohea end

to Kooskia is about 14 feet per mile for thie 21 miles.

the tributaries ere much steeper--the South Fork

e1we

The grades on

eragea 24 feet per

mile for the lower lb miles, eteep.n* to 40 feet per mile for 21 miles,
to 120 f..t per mile for 6 miles, and then eases off to about 50 test
per mile for 8 miles.

muse to hite

The

elway averages 27.6 per stile for the 49

av Creek, the Loohea 28 fast per mile for 70 miles to

the Lowell itnrer Station, end the Lorth !rk U feet per mile for 65
miles, where it otsepen

to en average of about 23 feet per mile for the

50 miles to the mouth of 1elly Creek.
The western portion of the drainage basin consists
of barren, untimbered hills.

en.ra1ly

The valleys are oultivatad and many are

irrieted by diversions from tributary creeks or pumping rrom the river.
The high bench lends are adaptable to raiain. wheat by dry farming
methods in some areas.

The eastern portion of the drainage eras,ptr.

ticularly the dr inafle basins of the North Pork, Lacbss and Seiway 1ivers,

is densely timbered.

The south i'ork generally runs in a deep narrow can-

yon through untinbered country exaet in the area of its tributaries
above

1k City wttioh are also timbered.

Th. timber in North Pork end

Lockisa dratnaes is lars1y white flina, with substantial stands of
spruce, hemiaolc, fir end teasrask.

The Seiway and South Fork tither is

mainly yellow pine with some additional fir and tamarack.

Large sections

of all the tributary basins are scarred in picoes by forest tires.
some of these burns have been replanted and are now oovered by a growth

of brush and smell treesj others wher, no planting has beøn dn are
barren except for snags sad scattering brush.

Rattlesnakes are oomeon on the South Pork nd Seiwey iiverS
but are net found on the Loobsa or North Iork.

The natIves say that

rattie&nakes will not live in a whitc pine country. licks are ubuxxdant

throuhout the entire area, but cases of spotted fever are not common.
Transportation facilities. - Transportation facilities into
the western portion of the

basin are adeuate.

acces.tle only in

J railroad runs from Lewiton up the river

spots.

The eastern portion is

aiiah, 1ooski and ends at 3tites on the
hirhway parallels the railroad, continues up the

through Ahsahka, Orofino,
outb !ork.

A pared

South Fork to ibove ilurpster, where it 1sves the canyon and climbs out

to Grangville.
afl the way to

i

rood gravel road continues up the south

'1k City.

'ast of

crk canyon

lk City only forest roads exist.

4,

iiiM
__II1I

salmon
29

ountain ?o&d, le-.
eptember l9J4..

-S

7L.3o -

A rood highway continues up the riddle pork fr
Junction of the Lochsa and
elway

e1ws

ooskta to t.hc

rd a travel road on up the elway to

alls where It laves the river and through devious

narrow

winding

routes finally reaches Elk City. A short stub road continues up the e].way
for one nile a-ove the falls. The ne.t L8 miles ef river (56 ilea by
-3-

trail) is aeceaible only by Foreat Service trails.

oose Creek is a landing field which i

up, at the mouth of

rtce snd b

Forest

Twenty-six miles

bir game hunters.

Lewiston,. Orofino or Granev1lle.

:lane

used by the

lt can be reached by plane from

also fly here from issoula.

A sna1l landing field also etsts at a dude ranch at the nouth of Ditch
Creek, 8 miles farther up on the

elway.

The upper portion of the Seiway

is rezched by road in from Missoula,. Montana by

ay of the Deep Creek

laner Station or by the Sslmon Mount*in Road through Tlk City and the
Xed RITeF Tanrer

ttttion.

tther drive 18 a lone tedious trip oer nurrow, winding
mountain roads.
15 miles d

rom ieep Creek Pa.ner Station a road oxists for about

nstream to raradise Rangor

tation on

hite Cap Creek.

On the Lochsa

River the U, S. Department ot Pi,biic Vorks

uein
Is

Internee Jap labor

ushin

a hi hway up

the Leehas from Lowell at
the junction with the
Seiway.

They ha'v

6 or 7

miles of this road completed and severn mile a
under construction.

Abote

their work a narrow read

built by relief agencies
continues up the canyon to

Tm Cat Creek, a total distanc

of about 15 ml 153

above Lowell.

Above this

Lol o Trail, Snow Scene
October l9L
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point the canyon is accessible only by Forest Srvis trail to. the Lowell
Ranger Station, 55 miles farther u
be reached by road from lissoula,

The Lowell Ranger 'tation may

trcaz,

ontana by way of Lob

Pass or from the

Trail out of rirce, :eippe or

Irsho side by way of the Lob

ooekis..

ain a long tedious trip over narrow winding mountain roads.

This Is

itt is 100 miles between gas stations at Lowell Ranger Station and Pieree.

Jboit 10 miles of the (rookd Pork cart been aeon by road in the vicinity
of the rowe1l Ranger station.
The lower 15 miles of the North Fork of the Clearwater can he

seen by a road which leaves the ihway at Orofino, follows down the
right bank of the Cleerwater to Ahsal*a and turns up the North Fork.
This road follows the

orth Fork as far as T)cnt rost Office, whore it climbs

out of the river canyon to the north and finally roaches the town of
P1k River,

The junction of the Little Nor Ch Fork can be reached by road

lk River or by the Forest Service road from Headquarters via bertha

from
Rill.

Stub reads lead oft of the .ertba liuII road to

ig Island and

Flkberry Creek but should be used with caution as they are vary steep
and practically unusable in wet weather.

for ordinary cars

t

nr time.

The Flkberry road is toe steep

The North Fork can again be reached at

Canyon Ranger station by road from Pierce or 1i,adquert.rs.

It follows

the river for about 2 rdles only and ends at the Canyon Ranger Station.
Road access can again be had at the Sungalo Ranger Station at the mouth
of

o

rande Creek, '0 miles above Cenyon, by a road out of rierce.

This road then follows the river for the next 35 miles to
tation.

Kelly Creek

dara Ranger

stub read extends up Kelly Creek for about 5 miles and the
anter

tation can be reached b

This road follows sosie of the tributaries of

Kelly Creek Paner 'tation.

road from the Ccdara.
elly Creek in

e ttthg to the

The road from Kelly Creek Ranger Station

through East Caddie follows above Cayuse Creek Valley all the way to the

.

.

junction 'with Lo1 1i1 near the beadwaters of Cyuse Creek.

;.1l other

reaches of the north Fork are accessible only by Foret service trails.
In the reach from

Island to the mouth of the Little worth Park there

is not even a trail a1.on

.Iulatton.

the river.
The major portion of the inhal itant

age Lasin live along the main river between hhsahka and

in the drain-

tites,

Oro.tiuo

js the main town and the county seat of Clearwater County.

Its main sup-

port is obtained from lumbering and its allied industries.

C'rofira is the

headquarters for the Clearwater Na:ttoa1 'oret and is the railroad

on-

nection for the loing railroad for I'otlatoh Forest Incorporated, th
eyerhaueser Company thAt is logçing most of that portion of central
Idaho.

It has goad stores, movie and the only good hotel in the area.

Its ;apul*tion by 1930 census is

The other towns in the valley feeder to Orofino are &miah,
population 487, an agricultural town in a wide trriatod valley; !aoakia,
population 1490;

town; Greer,

tites, population 278; Ahsahka, population 150, a mill

ou1ation 1.11, the site oi the Grangeville Light and Power

Company's Lob

Creek plant; 1arpater, population 4o

and Pardee, popula-

tion 19.

Four small towns occupy the lower Clearwater Valley but are de
pendent upon Lewiston for their tradiuj paint.

These are Peck with a

population of 164; Spalding, population 155; Lamar., jopulatiou 75; and
Myrtle, population 24.

Lowell at the junction of the Loebsa an

e1wsy rivers, with no

visible means of support, has a population of 15.
Grangeville, the county ee*t of Idaho County, population 1929,

is U mi1e
area.

west of the Couth Fork Canyon and is the met.ropolis of that

it is the tocl point for the wheat aud other produce raised in

the area by dry farm methods end is

t the end of a branch of the Canes

.

I

raneyj1le has been hard hit by the

rattle Railroad out of S1dIug.

war; not having any esssntial industries it docs not appear to 15 *5 busy
or as prosperous as Orofiuo with its logging And lumbering industry.
tj:pe and T1odquarters, all tnind towns away from the river,
are logging towns, although considerable areas about

eippe are eul-

teree is the site of' Idaho's gold discovery and gold mining

tivated.

is still conducted in the vicinity.

iiany gold dredges have worked the

creeks end will reopen again 'when the war is over.

amhling, beer halls

and poor hotels seem to be the main Items of interest In the town.
Headquarters is the headquarters of Potlatoh Forest Incorporated.

It is

the central point for some 55 longing comps scattered throughout the
white pine area.

There is a mill here, but most of the lors nova to the

big mill at Lemiston,

There is a good restaurant at

eedquarters where

meals can be had at 65j each and the mill company provided quarters in

on. of their houses to the rconnsIssance party without cost.
Elk City, near the headwaters of the South Fork, Is a mining
town for placer mining with gold dredges.

iefore the war there ware

eleven gold dredges working in the vicinity and the 1930 census gave the

town a population 3f 10. At the date of the recormaissance the populetion eonslsted of one man (visible), the store keeper; all other buildings appeared to be vacant.

at Elk City

There Is no hotel or eating accommodations

t this time.

Accommodations, - The town of Kooskia has a hotel and restenrant but it Is not recommended.

thaeJ*a, clreer, ?ardee,

.t&tes,

arpster

Up in the tributary areas the

and Lowell have no accommodations at all,

tr*e1or must carry his bed and board or depend upon the Forest Service,
The teconnaissanoc prty spent 5 nights with the Forest service at
District Panger Stations (Bear Creek on the
and Canyon, Dungalo and

siway, Lowell on the Locksa,

lly on the ?orth Fork), where they were more

-7-
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than glad to have us, and 5 at Forest ;ervic. Cabins (horse }Ieaveu 021

3dmon cuntaIri,
on

th

aradise and Three Iinks on the :elway, and Flat Creek

orth Forl), the use of which wus permitted by the '4strict rangers

requcet.

Tha cabins uere all equipped with sleeping bags ad food
otlateh

spent two ni hts ':zith the

so Lhat no packs had to be carried

Forest Incorporated, one at Headquarters and one at their Camp T on
Fdkberz7 Creek,

not Ln use at the time and only e watoh-

This camp wa

man was on duty there,

ke said we were the only people he had seen in

6 weeks.

The traveler must also watch his gas supply.

by purchase at Srangville,

can be obt*ined

Ga

!ast of

ooskta, Omish, Orofino and Pierce.

these towns the only supply is from the Forest .:..ervice.

e ascertained

the fact that the Forest Service would gas the ;tar Departaent vehicle it
necessary, but we carried an outside supply of 35 g;sllone of

sflon of oil and found that t

:as and 1

be adequate although we were away from

the filling stations for a week at a time.

It took

gallons to fill

us up after one of these trips.
for the

t::ata available. - Some preliminary data were avtlzbl

reconraicsancc.

The

eccrmaissanoe

eport on th

Middle snake, Salmon

and Cloarwater Kivers mad. by this repertment in 19L2 set
system of dams and rservojrs,

p a prelimixary

The U.S.G.S. has made river surveys of the

main, river and major portions of the tributaries in which they have de-

lineated several dam aites.

The Federal Power Commission had made a

preliminary resume of sites on the river and the State of Idaho 1ihway
tepartment had made a reconnaissance report on the Loehsa for highway
purposes.

Three isolated quadrangle sheots covering portions of the

area sri availabiej they are Boehie 3utto, i3uffalo dump and Lob.

Forest

Service maps, vith topography shown on some portions, are availuble for
the entire etea and the State of Idaho has mad* transportation maps for
the area,

-3-
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It developed that the most usable maps Cor aco'ss purposes
were the Forest Service maps although they did not show all the roads

available and in sae oases showed roads where uon eiated.

The

U.S.G.S. river sheets were made the i-use for elevation etrol in the
areas covered by their surveys, but these also
in places.

ere found t

be in error

The identification of the creeks entering the Selvey between

river miles 122 and 127 are badly zaimed up on these sheets and sKould be
corrected.

The toporaby in the area is believed to be reliable.

Cn

the Lochea iiver in the vicinity of Loat Creek something appears to be
wrong with the topography.

The U.S.G.S. river sheets, the U.S.G.S.

quadrangle sheet and the U.S.G.S. e1ev&tio

in the Federal rower Corn..

mission report give the elevation at the Lost Creek d
as 2650, 2530 and 2710, respectively.
right.

sits variously

Obviously they cannot all be

The aneroid we carried could not be relied upon to pick up errors

as the area is subject to a great variation in atmoepheri

resaure and

it was sometimes several days betemen beneh marks.

Aims and purposes of the resomtssancs.

mong the various

a.enctes there have been some 50 or more darn sites considered.

This

recnnaissanee expected to cover all of these and any other posibi1.ities
observed.

The previous department reort placed cue of the main reser-

voirs on the Clearwater with the darn at the Canyon (c.00skia) site and

the reservoir occuy1ng the maIn valley of the Clearwater, Lawyers Creek,
Middle

ork, South Fork to above 1arpster, and the lower portions of the

Loches and Seiwsy valleys up to slovation 16OQ,
This reservoir would have the rollowing negative benefits;
(1)

31ock the railroad above Orofino.

(2)Uook the iorth and South aikxway 1etween Orofino
and Grangeville.
(3)

Inundate nearly all of the cultivated valley land in

that section of the state.

.

.

Inundate the towns of tanish, Kooski, 'titFu., Harpster,

(A.)

() tamae the economy of Crofino by removal of a iare
part of its tributsry trade area.
Fffectively block the Lewi

(6)

htphway now being built between 11issoula,

nd Clark croasstate

ontan& and. southwestern Idaho,

su this route travels the valley-s of the Lochsa, uiddle Fork, and 3outh
Fork to Crneevjll"..

Idaho officials alo have hopes of a railroad fol-

ln this route for a short corneotion throuch from Lewiaton to .isaoula,
although it m&y never he built.

Although there is no doubt but whet the Kooski

reservoir

ouid

be justifid if placed on the basis purely of a benefit to cost rtlo,
it is believed that the residential and political oppoaition thit will
develop will make it impossible to build it,

A search was therefore

made for reservoir sites sufficient to replace this storage on the
higher tributaries,

such storages will not only wipe out the negative

benefits enumerated above, but will in addition bring a regulated flow

throub a 2000 foot or

re head for future power developments, leading

to the ultimata complete uti.liztion of the river

td to a higher degree

of develont in the areas that would he destroyed by the

ooskia

reservoir.

The previous reports by this dopabnant and the Federal "owar

Coiauion enteplated the complete power developsont of the Lochsa In
steps, some by dams and others by side diverstos.
proposed would effectively flood the Lewis and Clark

'ithr of the plans

i2g up the canyon.

with

.

This hihway is being uilt to

lghway now build

ry hih standards

0 foot roadway, water grade and flat curvature,

The canyon

through which it passes is a deep rook walled chasm almost the entire
70 miles from Lowell to the Lowell .Ianer

*10w

tation.

it would be impossible

to build a new highiv

above a series of des in orne sections and a
very difficult probism in the rcat. The icture belc is taken looking
up the canyon from the nd of the existing road.

Lochu Canyon - looking upstream at Tom Cat

Creek from the and of the road.

The reconnaissance attempted to find a solution for the problem

by fthding a reule tory storage upstream where the topograhy eases off
and the road must start to climb to make

the diversIon of this flow into the
Creek for storage or development of

the

lley

the

psss, and a possibility for

of the North Fork at eitas

power drops.

The possibility

also exists for side diversion power drops through the Loohsa Canyon

so spaced and adjusted ca not to interfere with the highway.

ny de-

,elopmerLt of this type would euire that the flow line generally he

placed in tunnels s the country is subject to snow slides, some of

which, from the slide evidence left, re of a)ar proportions.
It is believed thab the arrangement of the tams in the lower

river heesn Lewi ston

and Orofino should be restudied with the object

in view of placing these darns at locations where the inundation

-11-
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results just above the dams comes in areas of no improvements such as
road crossings and cultivated areas, or the insertion of other dams so

that the steps will not be so hih.

The railroad along this stretch of

river must siways be considered end this problem will be almost the same
at any site,

The Mghway, thoum. cn be simplified by a careful selection

of den sites as will the flowege .roblem if cultivated areas are considered.
The Lapwal,

yrtle, Agatha end flarper send sites are not dit1netively

good darn sites end in some cases are not as good as other sites only a

short distance away- and for that mater a dam of heights proposed in this
section. of the river can be built most any place.

It is believed that

the flowae conditions should be given much more consideration in the
seleotion of sites for the ultimate report.
Areas t.rayerged.

This reconnaissance attempted to examine

every site proposed in amy of the other reports.

In addition other pos-

sibilities that were observed are commented on or described.
iork erd

The south

elway Idver were observed for their entire lengths below the

point where their flay bece large enough for consideration.

The North

rork was observed at all considered dam sites, but due to their inecceastbility some sectIons of the river were not traversed.

These ares

(I)

The 10 miles from the Cranberry Creek site to

(2)

The 7 rnils trcm the tJper Bir Taland site to

ig

Island.

"L1berry Creei' dam site.
(3)

The 3 miles from the mouth of Flkberry Creek to the

Lower Forks site.
(I..)

The lL. miles from

nton Creek to the mouth of Beaver

Creek, 2 mIles downstream from the Carrion 15er Station.
The Lochsa

ivor Canyon was not traversed beieen the end of the road above

Lowell and the

endover darn dte, L. miles down. river from the Lowell

-12-
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Rançer Station.

and censiderin

.

This 50 4les of river has no road acees at thia time
th

fact that the Lewia and Clark flihway i

being blasted

up through this canyon so changing the conditions that could be observed,
it sas thought that the expenditure of time and effott necessary to cover
the sites at this time woujd be £11 advised.

Fr

the character' of the

canyon, diversion Jams could be constructed most any place in the canyon
even at tsr the road is built.

The main problem will always be the road

and can it te relocated in the areas selected for the darns.

ivorsiona vs. Koo*ia Reservoir, - it will be noted that diversions are also indicated on the looaljr 'wap for the South 1ork and
Clearwater Rivers tr

above Harpeter to Ahsal*a.

The South Fork .adow

Creek Diversion to Harpeter is indicated to develop the power drop in the
canyon, the others are diversions to develop the power in the regulated
flows through the extensive cultivated area.

Those latter may be canal

or surface flow line developments as they are out of the snow slide areas.
Reprt outline, - The field trip covered the rtain river, then
the tributaries from south to north
line.

The attempt

the report wal follow the same out-

as rde to make this reconnaissance as ocmpl.te as

posatble and to secure all information available.

turing the work-up

of the information sane places have been found where the information was
not obtained,

n attempt was made to get

ioturea of all dam sites, but

due to conditions this was not always attainable,

Pictures were taken

during rain and snow storms, tn bright sunshine and in deep

hsde, with

sometimes both conditions occurring in the picture area, in the early

morning and late evening with smatiaes fog in the air.

some of the

dam sites were hardly visible through the tr'ees, but attempts were made
to

et them

how,

At some locations where conditions did not permit

the nhowing cf the entire sjte in one or two pictures, an attempt Was made
to ect a .anorama of several

iotures--sae looking down into the canyon,
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some level to ;et the sides

wents,

This, o

iioirt

nd some looking up to show the uiper abut-

the pictures toether, ae a shortening effect

which does not shod the correct relation

a to elevetions,

Consequently

acme of the clotures are not as rood as miht be desired and sometimes
o riot show the details,

values they do

ut they are included in the report for what

bow.

fach dam site is øojc'iered in order beinMn on th' main river

sboveLewiton and rovin upstream to

ooskia.

The tributaries are thou

taken in the tollo'ing orders
(1)

South pork

(2)

Kiddie Fork

(3)

seiway

(p3)

Loobsa

(5)

Korth Fork, continuing ups tres*

coiogy of the Drainage Basin

hysiogrp. - The Clesrwater &sin lies wholly within the geoy far the ;rater portion of the

graphic limits of the .tate of Idaho.

area lies in the Iorthern

ocky iountain jhysiogrshic province.

p1and ares bordered on the aouth by the

This

a1mon Elver, on the east by the

Bitterroot Range, ofl the north by the Coeur d'Alene Mountains, and. on the

west by the Columbia Plateau Is known as the Clearwater Mountatna
A few remnants of the old peneplain surface so prominent in the

Salmon River Mountains to the south are still recoizalle, but !enorally
the ride tops are 500 to 1000 feet lower, arid the dissection Is more
pronounced.

'he continuation from the

alnou

iver Mountains of the old

erosion surIaoe gives way to a westward slope north of the .Iddle Fork
of the Clearwater.

ixcept for the northeastern portion the area is

-

S

.

underlain by crystlline 5.neous end metaorpMc rocks, some of which are
part of th

Idaho bethollth,

Many

lacial features are r'corni:able on th

higher peaks and

ridges and on the upper tributaries such as Csyuse Creek on the North
Fork.

Substantial snow caps covered the upland areas during ti

various

stses of PleIstocene glaciation, and valley glaciers extended below
1OOO feet in elevation in rany of the canyons.

has modified or erasd many of the

ctive post-glacial erosion

cia]. features.

Large structural

or ;laciated basins and large lakes which night provide utorage reservoirs are absent in the area.

and overeteepenin

Structural. weakness of the bedded rooks

of the canyon walls has resulted in local landslides.

The lower

ortlon of the Clearwater iasiu is included in the

eastern margin of the Columbia Flsteau physiographic 'rovtnee.

iJere the

Columbia River basalt flows traversed the valleys and overtopped the outlying hills adjacent to the Clearwater Mountains, forming temporary basins
and rearranging the stream courses.
by occasional

The rolling plate.0 surface is broken

teptoe cuttes, fault acarps end steep canyons.

Many of

the streams, especially the main Clearwater and the North Fork, have cut
through the entire basalt series into the older rocks, ].eaing benches
at the level of the pro-basalt surface.

Rxpoeed 5150 in the canyons are

the various horizons of the sediments interbeded with the basalt.

Ex-

tensive landslide areas have resulted .rrom the failure of the sedimentary
beds in tho canyon walls.
Xamiah, and at
Lewi ston

nt.

Most notable of these are in the vicinity of

Several others of smaller extent occur betweu

nd Orofino.

Ctratigrapy. - The oldest recopnizabie rooks in the area are
the 1olt

uartzitos, arillites, and impure limston.s of lgonan age,

found in the

ortheast,rn part of the area.

The rocks in thi. particular

ares are the least altered of any pro-Tertiary rooks observed in the basin.

See geoloj plate.
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.

xtensive areas of gneiss and
area east of t;ho

eridlan,

iojsc

crarfl tic rooks of

tho

Idaho

-

chist are foun.d throughout the

4*ny of these are associated with the

atholith

included with the ranitic rocks.

arI

on existing mae have been

tudjes in the Orofino

region show

that the oetaeorp-hic rocks in that ares. have been derived frost ancient

sediments and elastic rocks by the addition of siliceous solutions or
gases during prolonged period of regional metamorphism.

tions elsewhere in

Field obsar-

the basin indicate similar conditions4

It has been

suggested that the gueisses and sohists are altered belt rocks or are at
least comparable in ae. It has elo been su;gested that in the western
and southwestern parts of th basin Paleozote formations stay have auffared the awe transformation aztd therefore be indistinguishable from

the older rocks.

iieardlesa at their ace, the areal extant at the banded or bedded
rooks is much greater than is indicated on the peologic map.
which more closely resemble the nako !ivar types are

ock

found on the plateau between Lewiston and rangeville, and also in the

Clearwstr canyon near leek. These stay be Ps.leooie in age.
The moat profound ei-ent in central IciaAo's geologic hiatory

was the injection of the Idaho batholith, probably during late Jurassic
time.

uch of the

intoraation contained in the eo1ogic literature would

lo*d to the ooneluion that a great solid structureless mass of granite,
quartz diorite, ouartz aonzonite, etc., was continuous from i3oise northward almost to
1mon

the

Cosur dleues.

?uch is not the cae. $outh of the

1ver erosion has xposed extensive areas of true granitic rocks

derived r

the

cooiin,

of

molten magma.

North of the almon, how-

ever, these rooks are apparently not conttruo,
is underlain by rnetsaes and sohi etc
older rocks

lies

which

nuch o.r he area

must have been derived fri

It might be ugested that the main granitic mass still

below the surface even in th.

deeper canyons.
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Feaatite and other

I

.

oidio dikes and silI

are rather generally

ssoctated with the banded

area and serve as a..ditional eidenee of the fr

rooks throuhout th

reaching effects of the rrtto lntr"sion,

osoto roc1s

No other

k*aie been Identifid in the areas however, t}'ere i,tay he some of Triassic
in. the

near

-outh

The late

ra.evillo.

iocne Columbia rIver baa1t series is represented

thick.

en

ihj

and may

re

by numerous f1cirs in the Ie'wiston

e

s much as 2000 feet

section thins to the eastward until only 1 or 2 flows with

-regate th1&ries

of LO to 250 feet are present near !eippe.

dimentary material Is interbodded at several horlons in the baialte

and has been named tht Lath formation.

One or rore of these are rather

extensive and retch a thieness of several hundred feet.

The materials

comprising the Litah are miceceous sands, w9& shales, and clays, which
evIdnit1y are responsible for much of the landslidin
the basalt areas.

dierever found in

Leaf fossils are found in the Lta.h aci it is probable

that some of the early coal prospects near 'rofc

re bested in dmilr

material.

ileistoc.ene outwash rael deosita are found in abudance in

certain united roaches

f

th

outh Fork and several of its tributaries,

*s well U in the basins at )ewsome.

lk City, and Crogrande, where they

have teen worked for thoir pold content since eerly days.
occur on upper Orofino Creek sround
tn Ideho in ThU).

imilar deposits

ierce, whore gold was first discovered

The pstcau areas near the state line are covered with

a thick mantle of 'alouse soil, w2tah evidently merges with the deep rest-

dual soils furthr east.
Lecent sand tnc. travel with taryin

anouzit

at boulders are

abundant in the wider vitlleys with low gradients, hut disappear almost
entirely in th'. narrow canyons exceit for the boulder debris fans at the

mouths of minor tributary streams.
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- The et rocks near the headwaters of the

North Fork were ohred t
'ertieal,

r1ois attttudee trc

ress to nearly

nd they often show oeent elong the heddin riane.

are Gound hut ieei:: fractured in aone areas
gnetsses and

chists throuhout the aret

and are ooniderably jointed.

actis aents in
do

i.

th

Weathorin

The rooks

as well ss faulted.

The

enerelly dip at steep angles

and Crost action eonsequently are

tearing down of the exposed canyon walls, which sel-

are found on a nlope steeper than !O degrees.

The "ranitea" in comparison ueually have wider spaced joints

but show grcater relif.

?Aany nitnor faults and shear nones are rooniz

able in the crystalline rocks, and t}ier

and drainage

f faults or some ini tude

are suestions in the jhysiop'aphy
There are numerous north-south

trending faults in south central Ieaho and also one on the east side
tb! Eitterroot

in

ntana,

the Clerwater iicuntains.

Similar conditions cen

f

e expected in

These faults, if present, would not affect

the deia sites ;-retly uiless th9y were parallel to the stream oourse.

ulting, however, along with steep bedding planes and foitatii might
make t-unnl construction ei a diversion project hazardous and difficult,
The Moffat tunnel in Colorado is an outstanding example of unexpected
underground conditions,

The ba&lts in the lower or western area ham moderate dips or
are nearly hori.ontal, exco
in the landslide areas.

in the Clearwater trough ris.r Lewiston and

The trouçb or dowwarp occupied by the Clearmter

Rimr for some miles above Lewiston is continued westward to that point
where the Snake

rns abruptly northward *nd cuts through the north side

of the structure.

Construction met.rial. - Sand and gra.l tar concrete aggregate
.xd for imperTlcus earth fill material are ,enerally abundant both on
the main river and on the

- - - -

idd1c Fork as far as Lowell,

Deposits of this

.

nature are more limited or occur only looally
uth
Fork,

i.e., Elk Ctty, on the

ork and thD North Fork. below the junction or the Little Forth
lse'aher. in the area deposits may or may not be present in

sufficient quantities near the prospective

itea.

Recent deposits of

this material wherever found apparently are of pood quality, having been
dvrivecl in a large part from the crystalline rocks.
arth fill.

t.rials for Impervious fill are generally pree-

.nt on the terraces and the plateau surface in the western half of the
ares.

Some sre readily accessible to the sites, while others are several

miles distant.

Active erosion in the eastern half of the area has kept

pace 'with the rook weathering, and impervious materials ate therefore

less ibundant or are entirely missing.

}ineral resources, - Idaho mtntn

activity had its start in the

Clesrwater Basin when gold was disoevered at Pierce in l6O.

Sine, that

time gold mining and placer has extended to many parts of the basin and
up to 1914 crobably remained the most important mining activity in the
area.

}roduotion In l912, 19t13 and 1914j. has been negligible.

operations

undoubtedly wtll be resumed in many of these areas after the ware

Other

minerals which have been In .roductiori In the past Include asbestos, clay,

copper, lead, limestone, silver and talc.
duced outside the oasth in Latah County.
up near i(amtah late In l9L14.

flies and bryl have been pro-

mica

roapeot was being opened

The following is a tabulation of the rec-

egnized mining districts of the Clearwater 3asin (eoe geology plate) and
the minerals reported in each.
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Di etrict

Minerals
26.

29,
30.
31.

511 derook

ooe Creek
Oxford

copper
o1d

copper

rnt Creek

o id

32.

uby Creek

gold, lead, silver

37.

roy

eopper, tire clay

39,

lak1ead

coprer, iron

140.

use1she11

o1d, rnonaite

141.

1iCO City

o id

242.

Or(,f'ino

(coal)

gold, copper

43.
144.

Clearwater

gold, copper

45,

Cove Ou1c)

gold, copper

46.

Lowell

go Id

47.

gic Creek

a ibe sto a

240.

Lola

copper

49.

Cottonwood auttes

gold, stiver, copper

50.

Deer Creek

a opper

51.

Green

coppz, silver

52.
53,

ountain

lk City

Terjle

sold

o1d
gold

54.
55,

arp3ter

gold, copper

5,

Orogrande

gold, copper

. -
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60. Kelly Creak Den . neservoir
61. Orogrande Creek

Lowell

o1f(

24.

Hell Creek

28.
29.

Ucat Creek
Running Creek

33.

'Thite Cap (Alt. 1)
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(see te± for nanes)

Descriptions of Darn Sites

Main Clearwater River
eyarhaeuser Dam1 - Information on the foundations of the axisting Weyerhaeuser Dan at River Mu. 5 is not readily availabis, .but
are presumed to be of basalt bedrock.
excavated to rock foundation.

The concrete spiliway

sctioñ was

Pot holes of considerable depth were en-

countered, but were cleaned out and concreted.

The abutments are of gravel

and a dike has.been constructed on the island, separating the spiliway
ch*nnol from the mill pond where logs ar. stored.
It is possible that a plan for raising this dam might be constdered in a revised plan for development of the lower Clearwater Iiyer.
This appears to be physically possible, but may net be economically
feasible,
The Lapwal Darn Sit. as proposed by the department would span

the wide valley at the head of the pool above the ext sting Weyerhaeuser
Darn at River Mile 9,8 where the river is about 1500 f..t wide.

U.S.G.S. proposed an axis about
about 500 feet wide.

mile upstream where the river bed is

The darn proposed is about 35 feet high, from .1.-

vation 770 to elevation 805.

ments.

Tb,

The 1owe

axis shows basalt in both abut-

The wide river valley shows only gravel dSposlts for foundations.

It is suspected that these may be of considerable Lepth.

4&t the U.S.(.S.

site the left abutment will be basalt and th. right wUl rest on an allu
vial deposit that extends across th. valley from the north to the stream's
edge, which at that point orowis th, left or southern martin of the valley.
Th. railroad and the highway will both be affected by this darn.

Th. railroad skirts the left 4d. of the valley, the highway, the right.
The railroad is about 10 feet below the proposed pool level at the darn

and about 2 miles of the highway Will require revision.
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:.'

:

Lapwat Dam Site - Lower axis - Looking downstream.

LookLig upstream at
mile uoU.S.G.S. axis strean of above - Low dam
posaibility only.

Looking .oross to
the south &t the left
abutment of the U.S.G.S.
axis. Long flat in the
foreground is oultivated.
Note railroad across left
abu tmerit.

I

.

I

The pool formed will inundate several farms and a rather large
atea of irrigated farm land in the vicinity of the mouth of Lapwai Creak.
Th. lower portions of the towns of Spalding and Lapwai will both be affected
by the pool,

This site, along with several others in the Cloarwater Basin,
was examined in l9L2 by C. P. Eoldredge who was at that time employed as
a

eologiat by the Portland District.

The following discussion is con-

tamed in a memorandum dated 3 December l9L2 to H. A. Rands, Head of the
water Resources Section1
"5.

Lapwai Dam Sites on the Clearwater Pi'ver just above the

pool formed by the Clearwater Timber Co. dam, was examined.
locations were studied.

Two

One is at mile 8.85, near the upper end of

Hog Island, and the other is at mile 10.3.

Basaltic lava flows

similar to those at the Asotin Site, underlie both sites and the
intervening area.

They have a gentle southerly dip.

There are

outcrops.to elevations of several hundred feet above the river on
both abutments.

As far as the geolozj is concerned there is little

choice between the two sites.

Either is suitable for a dam high

enough to back water to Bruces Eddy and such a den at this site is
recommended for further study.

It would provide conaidrable storage.

There are ample deposits of gravel for aggregate within a reasonable
the

di stance of either site and the quality should be satisfactory,

quantities are probably sufficient for pervious fill for an earth
dam but the impervious material would have to be obtained on the
higher slopes or on the adjacent plateau.

Overburden is thought

to be shallow both in the river and on the abutments and there has
been little weathering of the bedrock,

No sedimentary interbeds

were noted but thin ones may ho present stnoe they can be seen a
short distance upstream."

.

.

One or two comments might be added to this as a result of further

reconiaissance end an examination of the aerial photographs. Choice of
iccation may largely be determined by

ch*flnel.

overburden conditions in the river

The distance between rock walls is about the same throughout

the stretch of river from mile

9.5

to io.6. There is considerable over-

burden in the combination terrace and alluvial fan between mile 3.0

and 10.6

on the right abutment, Other conditions being favorable this might serve

as a satisfactory abutment for an earth fill section.

The recommendation

in Mr. Holdredgets report that the Lapsal De* be constructed to meet the

tail water of Brucos eddy is not concurred in. Such a darn would be 200
feet high from elevation 770 to elevation 970 and would really block the

canyon for railroad use and make it exceedingly difficult for the revision of the highway, besides flooding all the towns and cultivated lands
in the Lower Clearwater Valley and most all of the cultivated lands on the

tributary streams.

Such a darn considered with the upstream projects

would require an economic readjustment or possibly abandonment of a
large section of north central Idaho.

T&dng the railroad and highway problems into consideration,

as well as the flowage problems in the cultivated area around the mouth
of Lapwat Creek end the towns of Spalding

and Lapwai, it would seem that

this dam should be considered for some lesser height
additional power

than

proposed and

steps be inserted upstream to develop the power that

Will be in the regulated flow of ultimate deve1oent of the basin,
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The Myrtle Dam

.

jte as proposed by the deparbnent would be at

River Mile 17.5 just downstream oi the small town of Myrtle.

The river

bed is from !oo to 700 feet wide in the river reach under consideration
where two axes are available.

The l3ft abutment is a basalt cliff with

bed rock showing part way across the stream toward the right abutment
which is an alluvial hill with no rook outcrops showing.
The dam proposed is 66 feet high from elevation 811 to elevation
877 and this elevation will flood both the highway on the left baiik and

The replacement of these teetH-

the railroad and road on the right bank.

ties at a higher elevation would be an exceedingly difficult as well as an
expensive job.

The highway is graded to a 14.0-toot top With a 21-foot

black top paving and is blasted out of the basalt cliffs along the area.
The railroad which crosses to the right side of the river just above the
mouth of Lapwat Creek skirts the reservoir area also in basalt cliffs.
The road along the right bank crosses the river below the pool level at
Myrtle to join the highway,

The town of Myrtle would be flooded.

It

consists of 3. store and gas station, 2 or 3 occupied homes and several

vacant houses.

io mills or industries are located here,

The reservoir

Will extend up Cottonwood Creek and flood several farms in that area,
The hithway bridge to Kendriok will be inundated as well as farms on
both sides of the river in this area.

Th. highway will be flooded for

about 7 miles and the railroad for 3 or 1

miles more,

There is a sufficient quantity of dirt available for a
dam and large quantities of gravel are

earth

vaiiable in the river valley.

Mr. ioldredge in his memorandum comments on the Myrtle site
as follows:
6.

The Myrtle 1m Site on the Clearwater is at about mile 17.5

or 2.5 miles above the mouth of Potlatoh Creek.

There is a gravel

teland in the river at the lower edge of the site.

The løtt abutment

.

.

is steep *nd basaltic laus outcrop in my places from the bottom
to several hundred feet above the river.

These lav*s have a slight

southerly dip in general and columnar joInting is eU developed.
Rowever, in the lower 100 feet there are places where the columns
are far from vertical.

This i

interpreted as an iudication that

the irregular surface of the older rockø upon which the basaltic
series rests is close below.

No sedimentary interbeds ar. expo*ed

on this abutment but at 3.e*st one is probably present 100 f.t O2
acre above the rier since one is exposed on. the right abu'thtent.
On the right abutment the *lope flattens at about 90 feet above the

river and is gentl. to about 190 feet above the river where it steepens
again.

The steeper portions

over the rock.

f the slope have only a thin soil cover

On the flatter portion, 90 to 190 feet above the river,

ther, is a considerable accumulation of talus which in places may be
25 feet thick or acre.

All rook outcrops above the talus covered

flatter slope are of basaltic lava,

The flows are about flat and

'1

a
0

Left Abutment from
across river.

Loft Abutment from
across river.

I-i.

I-..

(

(a

0

a
0
TI
ct

C
IJ

C

.:

Poad cut through left Abutment.

Right Abutment from across
river.

banks, both on river the above feet hunthed several benches by supported is

interbeds possible of Evidence

Sites," Asotin and Lapwat the at as teristics

charac- sane the have which flaws lava basaltic flat-lying by underlain

is and narrow relatively "ii Hoidredge by noted

a site This

structure. crete
con- a for availabl, gravels enough apparently is there and

rack or earth an for available are Materials
rook o

darn

fill

river. the in visible is

abwonent. that forming bill the on dan the above feet IOo or 300

to show outcrops basalt abuthtent right the On

elevation.

darn

of top the

above to hill the up on continue to thought is it and 910 elevation about
to abutment left the on out road the in ows

basalt Columbia
ment.

abut- left the on ut
survey highway the
pur- For

on.

highway the in found stakes from established as

235 station at is axis Agatha the tie-in of poses

propositions, expensive and difficult be again would vtsions

re- railroad and highway The

sheets). U.S.G.S. on Creek (Rattlesnake

Creak Jacks crossing bridge highway the and point that at river the

across bridge road the including Lenore of town the inundate will It

dam the at

site.

elevatiori8B about at are they as flooded be Will railroad

and highwy the both elevation this At

925. elevation to

from high feet 53 and long feet 500 about be would

darn

1372

elevation

this proposed As

Lenore. of town small the from downstream 26.5, Ulle River at located
is report deparbaent the in proposed as Site Darn Agatha The

wider. is river the although
less is apparently debris other and talus the where island the of end
lower the near or at found be might location better a

darn,

a for ment

abut- an as unsatisfactory otherwise or deep exceptionally be material
this Should

feet. 25 than greater much be 11i

overburden the that however, believed, is It

abutment right the on

reoorm*.issance. recent the

on noted not was above paragraph the in mentioned gneias The

.

I

Other benches occur at hher elevations on the right canyofl wall,

good

rock is exposed on both abuents1 but there is no indication of the
amount of overburden in the stream chanriel

There is a good dam site with two possible axes

on the map as Jacks Creek No

designated

1 end 2 existing about 1 mile upstream of

Lenore in the vicinity of Jacks Creek1 the use of which might reduce

the f1oge jroblem for a reservoir in this area.

Lenore Dam Site - looking dawn stream

These sites were examined only casually on the recent

reconnaissance and Hoidredge barely mentions the lower site,

Conditions

apparently are similar to the lower sites with basalt abubnents and a
gravel bottomed channel of unkno*u depth.

The upper site does have a rock

reef extending out a short distance from the loft hank.

Construction

materials are not as apparent and are probably less accessible than at
some of the lower sites where the channel is wider and gravel bars are
pro sent.
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Aratha O&m Site - Main Stem Clearwater hirer
Mile 26.5

Iight abutment from
aoros river.

S

I

Looking doinstream at road
cut through left abutment.

.

The Barpers Bend Dsm Site is located at Ri'ver

i1e yL at a

and then a tunnel through th. right abutnent as the abutnent ridg, is
too sharp for surf*me locstton

Along the reseriroir ibove the den this

The site is underlain by basic gneiss.s nd echiats ahicit are

exposed on the right bank and apparently at a few plassa in the rter
bed.

It also outcrops in the road cut and for a short distance abe,..

The rock is badly Jointed and frastured above the road and would require

Harrxrs Bond Darn

Looking downatrearn through
road out in left abutnent.

it

- !ile

4, Clearwster River - Looking upstreai.

There is an alternate axis about

mile upstream of Peck station

where the river is about 300 feet wide and good rock shows in both abutments.

A

am placed here would eliminate the flooding oi reck Ctation.

The Cloarwater tiver gbove Peck
looking down strewn

tation -

Hoidrodge mentions this site briefly in his report as follows:

* * Near Peck tation there is an almost vertical con-

tact between Belt Tories neiss en the west and intrusive granitic
rock on the east, which crosses the river almost at right angle

The best location is believed to be

at about mile

36.

upstream from

this point.

abunents

the

with but little

and shallow decay. Construction materials similar

at other sites in this section of
river are also similarly located.'

in quality and quantity to
the

mile

Here the channel is quite narrow and

ranitic rock is well exposed on both
overburden cover

to

those

A dam 30 or 35

feet high would back water to }3ruces Pddy.

bedrock in the

river channel

The depth to

will probably determine the size

dam which can be constructe1.
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and type of

iain Stem Clearwater River
Mile 36

Peck Dam Site

ft
-

a

S

.

S

.,...

s?;

___

Looking across at the rikit abutment.
Note railroad crossing faeo of abutment.

Looking drnstream through road cut
in left abutment.

I1

The Orofino Dern Site is proposed for River Mile 145 just up-

stream of the town of Orofino. As proposed it would be 90 feet high
from elevation 1000 to elevation 1090. The railroad crosses the right
abutment at about elevation 10140 and the highway the left

abutment at

about elevation 1050.

This dam site is not thought to be usable. The right abutment

t a good rock cliff, but the left abutment is a mixture of silt, clay,
and boulders which shows evidence of sliding and probably;:.will slide if

saturated, No rook shows in the river,.
This dam would probably block the railroad as a raise in

ade

to got it over the darn would run it through Orofino about 0 feet in the

air. The rails at present are at about elevation 1020 at the Depot,

This

also would complicate the connection of the railroad from ieadquartere
which connects at Orofino. The highway would require nearly maximum

grades to make connections with the bridge crossing the river at Orofino.
In the reservoir area the railroad and highway would require
about 10 miles of revision each. Two highly improved farms with very
good buIldings would be imandated as also would a limo kiln that is not
now in usó.

The tomn of Greet will be flooded at least in

part and the

Grangeville Light and Powet Company*s Lob Creek plant will require to-

vision and lose about 20 feet of iti operating head.
The den site is underlain by gneisses and schists and pee-

aibly a few oalcareous beds of th 0rfino series which presably is
a metamorphosed phase of the Belt. The rook is fairly well exposed

on the right abutment for 100 feet or so, The river

is

wide and shallow

and filled with gravel with no indjcation of the depth to bedrock.
rook was noted on the

left

No

abutment which. was covered with soil and mis-

cellaneous talus rook (mostly basalt) which ha

a tendency to slide when

cut on steep slopes. The aertal photographs show acme evidence of
-30-

)rofino Dm i1te - Meixi Stexn C1earwatr River

1i1e45

:"

w. -

w

Lo3king across

t right abubnent.

Looking dovrntre&m t bank of
road cut through left abutment.

I

landslide and several extensive talus areas on the canyon wall above the
proposed dam axis. The axle might possibly be moved downstream below the

sliding area, but it would increase the length and add to the difficulties
at Orofino.
The Icoosida (Canyon) Dam Site at River Mile

57 is

a very good

dam site for a dam of any height. This is the site proposed for one of

the main storages in the previous report, As proposed this dam would be
about

516

feet high from elevation 10814. to elevation lO0 end impound

3,100,000 acre feet of water.

3urveys

hav,

been made of this site,

The dam sits is an exceptionally good one being in

*

nerrow

rock-walled canyon, the rock continuing well above the required height.
The highway and the railroad both go through the dam site at low eleva-

tons, the highway on the left bank and the railroad on the right.

otb

would be completely blocked by the dam as there would be no posstbili

or purpose for taking theei over, The route of the highway would have
to be changed, probably to follow the existing roads from Orofino

Iez Peree and then to Grangeville to connect to the
south highway there,

to

present north and

The railroad now ends at Stites,which would be

inundated by the reservoir.
The reservoir e.s proposed, heades blocking the railroad and the

existing nôrti and south

highway,

will effectively block the new Lewis

and Clark Highway from Miasoula, Montana to southwestern Idaho pointe

which is now under construction.

This highway wifl leave Missoula and

cross into Idaho by Lob Pass, come down the canyon of the Lochea and

the valley of the Middle Fork to connect with the present north and
south highway at Kooskia from which southwestern Idaho points may be

reached by going south through Grangoville,or western end northwestern
points be reached by turning, north through Orafino and Lewiston.
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0
P.
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SD

P.

Looking downstream at axis.

Looking dowiistram at axis.

/

QI

(1

Looking upstre

through axis.

Looking upstresrn from axis.

Portion of the Kookia Rcervoir Area.

Town of Kamih .nd vicinity

Taken from about Elev. 1400 (Propos*d pool 1600) looking east.

Portion of

ooskia roservoir area - Lawyers Creek Valley

Taken from about elev.

1E0 looking southeast.

0
C

Looking across at right abuthont.

Looking ecross and upstream
at right abutnent.

c-i-

C)

I
c-iCD

1

4
1
CD

Looking across end downstream of
right abutment.

Town of Kamiah in the reservoir
area. Taken from the Nez Ferce road.

(Elev, 2O) looking east.

Kooskia, of town
the out flooding without high feet 50 over be cannot dam the since cially
espe-

available, is site satisfactory a that assume to reasonable

but made, was sites diversion possible of examination No

s

it

level. river

above again appear section, Kamiah. the in downstream absent are which
schists, and gneissea the 71.5 and 69.5 Miles River Between

highway. and railroad the both in revisions minor only require would It
stdes. both on show abutments rock Good

1190 elevation from high, feet

4.5

long. feet

LtOO

and 1235, to

about dam a for call would This

level.

pool the above remain land irrigated surrounding the and Kookia of town
the that such be should dam this of level pool The

pool. Kooskia the to

head the develop to constructed be could line flow a which from dam sion
diver- a for site good a is 69.5 Mile River at Kamiah above 1ust
Orofino. above site daa doubtful th. of use the eliminate would This
Peck. or Bend Marpers above pool the of headwaters the to drop the develop
to constructed line flow a and site diversion a as used be could site

Kooskia The
'will

river. the in head power the develop to picture the into come

Rivers Seiway and Fork Middle Fork, South Clearwater, the on sites

other feasLbie, be not may reservoir Kooskia the that Assuming

information. the for memorandum this
to referred is reader The

file. on is which 1941, December 23 dated and

Idaho" River, Clearwater Lower the on Sites Dam Some of Reconnaissance
'Geologic

entitled, memorandum by on reported and

194.1

in I1oldredge

F. C. Mr. by examined were site this at conditions geologic The

built. be cannot it that extent an such to groups politloal stats

and residents local by opposition active in result probably will voir

reser- this build to proposal The

cultivated. is which portionof large *

acres, 30,000 some inundate will It

Idaho. of section that in lands farm

irrigated the of most as well as Lowoll, and Pardee Earpeter, Stites,
Koosida, inundated--Karniah, be Wi13. towns six reservoir the In

I

I
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necessary. treatment the and site the of integrity the
determine to necessary be will examination detailed more

A

fractured, and

jointed badly rather rocks, metamorphic of Inlie an is downtreem and up
distance short a for and site the of area The Involved. is land tivated
oul' No

miles

J

town, the of remains what of removal the and revision highway of

about require Will It

with interfere

'will

pool his

liarpstor. of town the 'with and highway the

long, feet 700 about be will dam the 1600

of elevation pool reach to necessary feet 165 the for end wide feet 70
about

is river the 9.5)

Mile (River Site Fork South the At

revision, road
of miles

2 about

require

Will

reservoir

sufficient in available are materials

The

fill

vicinity. the in quantities
Earth time. this

at

not structure and stratigraphy with basalt of area an in located
long. feet 600 about be
to high feet 90 dam

known

is It

will site Fork South the of tailwater the reach
river the narrow,

a and wide,

feet

100 about being

is Fork South the of 5.8 Mile River at Site Creek Rabbit The
sites. these of taken were pioturea No

Harpeter. above just canyon the in 1600 clevatioxi about at be will This
Diversion.

Creek Meadow

the of plant power the through water tail the to

equal level pool a for constructed be can SIte .Vork South The

1!35. to 1235

elevation from feet 200 of head a with Fooekja

at plant power a through terminate will wbioh line flow a into flow the
divert can site Pork South the of tatiwater the to equal level pool upper
its with den dIversion a Fork, South the on Creek, Rabbit At

River Clearwat,r Fork, South

S

I

-314deep. be to believed not
is river the in rock bed and sides both on abwtaents rock good are There

wide, feet 300 about is it higher feet 20 and clIffs rook bare tween
be-

wide feet 250 about is site the up feet Ninety

Will slopes the of toe the at talus Some

removed. be to have

face. rock to face rock from

wide feet 100 to 80 from is river the site diversion the At
shown. are site diversion

Creek Meadow the of and plant Grangeville the of Pictures

canyon. the

in available power the of fraction email very a develops only plant This
operation, of out 21.8 Mile River at canyon the in plant Power

rangevil1e

the put will Creek Meadow at

f1w

arid

50 about face rock

vertical

road.

a of out cut section

for long miles 2.3 about be would

difficult

Light

of djveriou The

Creek. Johns of mouth the about at end would revision Th.

present the above feet

one with dam 100-foot a

impossible not but

storage, regulatory Creek

It

job.

a be will revision highway The

Newsome

that streams uncontrolled the
the at needed be
and darn the over

front

the and diversion this between enter

fluctuations the for provide to

darn

will etorae regulatory Soaie it. above pool. the around
axis, the through canyon the up passes whoh road, the

get to ability the by limited be wifl

d*nt

this of height

The

dam. diversion Creek Meadow the of height
the upon depending feet 815 to feet 715 from of head a develop would and
long miles

about& tunnel

srfaoe water the where

a require would This

15.5,

l630. elevation about ta

Mile River at Creek, Green of mouth the at

Harpater above miles 2 about plant power the and 2310, about is elevation
river present the where 32.9, Mile River about at Creek Meadow of strewn
canyon. the of bend big the

down- just placed be would dam diversion The

of inside the on mountain the through Fork outb

the of flow regulated

the of diversion the anticipates Diversion Creek Meadow The

.

I

Granovi11e Light

:

Power Co.

South Fork Plant -

/ile 21.8, South Pork Clearwater dver.

Darn & Intake - Showing part

of woodstve conduit.

water. considerable contain
dip which of

many

-'35-

woul.d which and

angles high to medium

at

rock, metamorphic of typos various cut to expected be

wouid proposed as tunnel diversion

A

tunnel. diversion proposed the of

alignment the cross also might east further present if and 20 Mile a1out
at river the as east far as mapped is Plate) eoiogy (See fault Idaho
Creek. Mill below site a locate to advisable be might It zone4
mount be
fault the cross likely would tunnel diversion a but satisfactory probably
Is sit. the and active not Is fault the known, as far So present. be may
joint strong or faults complementary any and rift main,
which systems

the of evidence for carefully examined
between

is

'which

site

The

be to need will

creeks two the

displaceiueut. of feet hundred several has and

Creek Mesdowe and Creek Mills traverses fault Valley Long the of tension
Idaho. western in faulting discusses Capps . Stephen

ex- northern

The

Geology, and Mines of Thareau Idaho the of 56 No. Pamphlet In

feet.
for

100

of,

height a

to least at

dam

a

favorable appears nd jointed excessively not and fresh relatively

is rook The examined. not were but axis, proposed the from
loft the on and leftabutaent the in noted were Outcrops

upstream

bank

southeast degrees 70 to

east. degrees 25 approximately north strikes and
dips which gneis uartz-diorite or granite a

65

is site this at abuthent right the

on exposed

is that

rock The
gradient. canyon

the of steepness the by eliminated

possibility

The

is storage of amount adequate any of

it

overtopped. be not

th&t insure to adequate be

nt ably

prob- will control the as location this for considered be should dam type
overflow concrete a only that believed is it and fill earth for available
materials rio are There downetresm. miles 2 to mIle 1 frorn lying bars in
in available are aggregates Concrete elevation, desired the at

canyon the

Canyon Creek Meadow the

in

be would entrance tunnel the and Creek Meadow

of mouth the from downstream feet 300 about is site

S

am

The

S

South J?ork

Diversion Site
at Meadow Creek
Mile 32.9, south
Fork Clearwater
River.

Looking downstream through the axis.

10 <in

ioross

leJ't abutment.

t upter part of

Look inr doistream at right
abutment.

Looking downstream showing lower

part of left butent.

earn Site at Ylle 37, South Fork Cicarwater River

Two views looking downstream in
the vicinity of Huddlesons Butte.

¼

:

Darn site at Mile 37. South Fork Clearwater lUver

Looking upstrebm at

houldor

of ITuddlesons T3utte.

Looking downstreairi, srne aree.

S

.

A large amount of timbering would be expected to be necessary.
In the stretch of ri?er from the Meadow Creek diversion
(Mile 32.9) to the
1100 feet of fall.

ewsome Creek storage site (Nil, 149.5) there is about

Tc attempt was made n the field to locate dame or

diversiOns to develop this hcad.

The river canyon between these points

s generally narrow with steep rook wails, where usable darn sites can be
had anywhere.

One of these, at iiudd1esons 1utte is especially attractis,

the granite wails toring for a thousand feet on either Side.

But also

in this canyon the grade is so steip that litti, storage exists above the
darn sites and a darn of any size would effectively block the canyon road.

It is believed that low diversion darns with tunnel or surface flow lines

would be the only feasible way to develop this head as the canyon drops

away at an averae rate of about 73 feet to the mjle,
Th5 Newsome Creek Dean Site near 1iver Ue 149.5 offers the only
opportunity found for a regulatory storage on the South Fork.

site is In a narrow rock-walled csnyon about

The dam

mile long about 2 miles

below the mouth of Newsome Creek and just below thc mouth of Santiarn
Creek.

This canyon offers several axes In about

: mile of its length

A dam 350 to 1400 feet high here will impound water up to elevation 3900

and the reservoir created will store 500,000 acre feet

re or less,

which may be more than what is required to regulate the flow.

At the

dean site the bottom width of the canyon is about 80 feet and the canyon
walls rize on about 1 on 1 making the darn about 700 feet long at the
crest.

There are no materials for oonstrction in the immediate
vicinity of the darn, but in the reservoir area nearby all of the creeks

have been worked with gold dredges and large quantities of gravel are
in evidence within a few miles,

No earth fill materials were observed,

South Pork C1earwatr Rivor - Noworne Crook Site

Lking downstream at
lower end of gorge.
About Mile 46.2.

Looking downstream at
about Mile 48.3.

Looking downstream at
about Mile 48.4.

South Fork Olearwater River - Newsome Creek site.

Looking downstrean at

about Mile 48..

Looking downstream at
upper end of gorge at
about Mile 4b.6.

Valley in reservoir area.
Dredge piles just upstream
of the iiouth of Crooked
River,

J. reservoir at this oint will be about

9

miles long ifl the

South Fork Canyon and will extend up Newse Creek about

L

miles

The canyon road wIll require revision for this distance, The road crossings of Legget Cre-k and Newsome Creek in the upper reaches of the reser-

voir will also reccire revision. Beyond this there is no flowaçe problem as there is no cultivated land and very little clearing required.
This site ws considered in comparison with a site in the
vicinity of Clk City. Th Fik City site offers a wonderful reservoir

site, but the drainae area is too small to effect control, It is believed that to et tributary ares large enouh to control, the dam must
be below the mouth of Crooked River and the Newsome site is the first

usable site below this confluence,

Elk City Drainage Basin - taken from
the north at elevation 14250

The canyon in which the dam would be located is cut in gneiss,

schist and quartzite of the same general characteristics

as the Meadow

Creek diversion site, The rock is generally sound with medium to wide

spaced joints and fractures, Depth to rock in the river bed is not
-37-
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expected to be reat.

There is considerable relief in the abutment at

some of the prospootj've axes

however, the brief examination did not

disclose ani defects which would preclude building a darn to a height of
300 or 350 feet.

Another of the north-south block faults crosses the river

near Fall Creek about 1

miles downstroan.

and the effects on the adjacent rocks noted.

This should be traced out

Middle Fork of the Clearwater
aggie Bend Dam Site at Mile

Clearwater Is proposed as
1277.

73.7

on the Middle Fork

of the

a cower drop of 33 feet from elevation 1310 to

Ry a surface and tunnel flow line the drop from Maggie Bend to

Kooskia can te developed and the .ower house placed at Kooskia. This will

add !2 feet of

head to the development with a flow line 2

The darn site is

i.i1es 1on.

rather wide, about 500 feet at the water surface,

and about 1000 feet at the top of the dam. Basalt bed rock shows all the
way across the

river at or near the water surface and in both

abutments.

The Lewis and Clark Highway passes through the site at a low
elevation and will require

revision for about 2 miles, The country is

easy and this relocation will offer no
flowage problems.

difficulties. There are no other

Kooskia reservoir to either lL20 or 1600 will flood

this site.

Maggie Bend Darn Site, Lookiu Upstream.

ioidredge has described this site under the heading of the
Penny Cliffs site as follows:
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The Penny Cliffs site i

of the Clearwater e.lout L
Fork.

at mile 79, on the Middle Fork

miles above the mouth of the South

The entire site is underlain by basaltic lavas of the

Columbia River formation.

However, the base of the lava series

is not far below the bottom ci' the river bed because the underlying gusissic rooks of the Belt series appear in the: river bed at

mile 81.

Sasalt

There is vary little overburden in the rver

is exposed in. the rapids both upstream and downstream from the site.

There is only a thin soil cover on the abu1enta.

10 sedimentary

interbede could be seen in the basalt 8eries but they are likely
to be present, nevertheless because they are common in this region,
'coriaceous zones also are probably present.

The ridge forming the

right abutment is of such elevation. as to afford a favorable loca-

tion for a side channel spiliway.

This ridge is belieyed to be en-

tirely of rook with only a relatively thin soil cover and rock decay
to only moderate depths.

The rook is characterized by the usual net-

work of cooling joints but persistent deformational fractures were
not noted.

There are gavel deposits in the river and adjacent flood

plains which are probably of satisfactory quality for agpegat..
There are considerable quantities from 2 to I

niles downstream from

the site, thought to be ample for all concrete needs.

These de

posits combined with alluvial fan deposits within 3 mi1.

of the

sits would prob.bly be sufficient for pervious fill requirements,

Impervious fill material would probably have to be obtained farther
afield, probably on the surface of the plateau northward from the
site

The Mggie Bend site would be located downstream at one of the rapids
mentioned by Holdredge, but would have essentially the same foundation
eharacteri sties,

At the lower axis the left abutment might be con-

sidered for spillway possibilities.

I

.

The reach of the Middle Fork above Maggie Bond to the junction
of the Lochsa and Seiway, a distance of 19 miles, is rather a placid
stream generally.

The river grade is about 9 feet to the mile and in

most places the river runs wide and shallow.

There are few rapids and

only in. a few places does the river narrow, and generally, in these places,

the river runs deep and quiet.

Th develoien.t of the 173 feet of drop in. this section of the
river and yet permit the passage of the Lewis and Clark Uighway through
the canyon dictates the use of low dams spaced at such intervals and to

such elevations as nt to interfere with the hihway in its present location, or at least to permit its reconstruction at a hi her elevation.

Few plaøs exist in this reach where the raising of the highway a few

feet would offer a serious probl. A low dam series would probably require the revision of about 2 or 3 miles of highway for each dam.
Possible axes were observed at Mile 83.4, just below the mouth

of Sutter Creek, at Mlo 89.4, about a mile downstream from Little Smith
Creek, and at Mile 97, a half mile downstream from the junction of the
Loohsa and Seiway.

The U.S.G.S. and this department have both considered

an axis at about lile 93.8 (The Three Devils Dam Site) which does not
look too good in the field.

At the Suttor Creek Site the river is at elevation 1312, the
upper poo3. limits of Maggie Bend.

It is about 400 foot wide at the water

surface, but bed rock shows all the way across.

A good rock abutment is

visible for the right abutment and it is thought to continue in. the timbered hill forming the left abu'tanent.

I

.

At the Little Stith Creek Site the river is at eleva.on 1375,
about 300 feet wide, has !ood rook abutments on both aides and bed rook
shows all the way across.

The use of this site will make the highway

revision exceedingly difficult if the dam is built very high.
an alternate for the Tinker Creek
partment.

Mile 86.1.

This is

tte previously contdered by the de..

The Tinker Creek site is about l

miles downstream at River

This 8tte 1* Usable, but the river is wider.

The site at ile2Z just below the Loobsa-Seiway junction otters

The Three Devils Dam Site at River Mile 93.8 baa bees proposed

treatment to make it water-tight and its use to even a moderate height
would require a very difficult and expensive highway revisions

Holdredge

discusses the Three Devils Site as follows:

l2. The Three Devils SIte is at mile 93.8 on the Middle Fork
of the Clearwater.

The channel is fairly narrow and overburden is

probably not excessive.

Both abutments are steep and comparatively

regular with only a moderate soil cover.

Iowever, there baa been

considerable decay on the right abutment and it might be necessary
to remove as much as 20 or 25 feet of rock after the soil is removed,
Gneissie rocks of the belt series underlie the entire site.

The strtke

Three Devils Larnite-TJ.S.G.S. Axis - Mile 93., Middle Clerwater River

Looking upstront through
axis

Looking across at
left abutment.

Looking upstream at
right abutment.

Three Devils Darn Site-Alternate Axis -

ile 94, Middle Clearwater River

/

Looking downstream at
the right abutment.

--

Looking across at the
left abutment.

Seiway. the up leading crossing road the with Canyon Loohsa the of

mouth the in interfere not will and difficulty much too without ighway
Clark and Lewis the of passage the permit will this that believed is It
1l55. to 1375 Creek, Smith Little and 1375, to 1312 Creek, Sutter 1310, to

1277 elevation from Bend Maggie of consist should Fork Middle the of merit

develop- the result different a show investigations later Unless

broken. badly so not are showing abutments rook
the and deep so not is water the but below axis the than wider little a is

river the site this At

ground. camp Devils Three the below just upstream,

mile a about exists site Devils Three the for axis better A
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recomnaissance.
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item, an quite he would reservoir this of clearing The
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Station. Ranger Fenn the of removal the and Falls Seiway to road gravel
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the having abutnent, right the in shows
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elevation pool

arid

1700 elevation tajiwater a with lit Mile River

at be would U.S.G.S. the by proposed as Site Dam Falls Solwe.y

.

- U.$.G.S Axis- Uile 116,

iver

LoQkirg downttrøai

"the F11s".

Loukiig upstrarn
"the Falls".

t

-I,p.

Looking up8tram bt
*the

1ltIr

frura

£atther downstrt,a,n,

t

C')
(1)

Looking downstream at site.
Axis 18 at the bridge.

Looking downstream t right
side of canyon.
Cliff form-

ing right abuint is obscured by the trees.

II

ci:

1

looking across et left abutnent.

Looking downstream at right abutment. Cliff shows through the trces.

I

.

The flowage problem mill be mainly the reservoIr clearing as it
is timbered throughout.

The Seiway River road now crosses at the dam site

and climbs out of the canyon up Meadow Creek.
miles of revision.

This will require about 3

The one mile stub road up the Selvay will be inundated
The present Seiway

as 'Will several milos of the Forest Service trail.

Falls ranger station need not be moved unless they wantto move it, as it
i11 be right under the dam at the right sbuiaent.
The next dam site upstream above Seiwsy F'slls considered in the

deparent report was called Jima Creek and was supposedly located just
downstream from the mouth of Jima Creek at River Mile 126, but actually is
just downstream from the mouth of Wolf Creek.

The site is accessible only

by Forest Service trail1 a 9 mile hike from the end of the road above
Seiway Falls.

The U.S.G.S. have their geography

their river sheets should be corrected.
121 correctly named.
are as follows:

arbled in this area and

They have Renshaw Creek at Mile

Proceeding upstream, the correct names of the creeks

Creek from the south at Mile 121.6 is Bait Creek; from

the south at Mile 122.2, Coon Creek; from the north at Mile 122.3, Maiden
Creek (the sheet now shows this as Cupboard Creek); from the north at
Mile 122.6, Hidden Creek; from the north at Mile 123.3, Cupboard Creek;
from the south at MIle 123,7, Jima Creek; from the north at M11e123.8,
Power Creek; from the north at Mile 12L.8, Ballenger Creek (correctly
named); from the north at MIle 125.7, Cascade Creek; from the south at
Mile 126.3, Wolf Creek (chown as JimsCreelc); from the north at Mile 126,7,
Pinchot Creek (correctly named); end fran the south at Mile 127.6, Coyote
Creek.

The stream marked as Cascade Creek on the river sheet is unnamed

in the field and Bar Creek should be Dry Bar Creek.
There is no satisfactory dam site below the mouth cf the actual
Jima Creek, Mile 123.7,

In this area the river is from 300 to 500 feet

wide and the banks slope away flatter than one on one after the lower
50 or 60 feet.

The canyon walls are of granite and gneiea with some

showin' of schists and p&gmatite and it is physically posslhle to construct
a darn here, but a much better axis exists above at Wolf Creek,whieh is in-

dicated on the river sheet as Jiias Creek and is the location previously
oonsi(lered.

Just below the mouth of Cupboard Creek (actual) at Uver

Mile 123,a fairly good axis exists.

The river is about 250 feet wide

here and the granite and g,neiss canyon valls are quite precipitous.

The left abutment will sverage about
hit seeps up in terraces.

to 1 and the riht abutment 1 on 1

The darn site is rood for at least LO0 feet.

The river elevation at the axis is about elevation l,'5.

ood a site nor is it in as good a location as thc

It is not as

olf Creek site

described later.

Looking downstream through Cupboard
Creek site.

The

o1f Creek -ite, Fiver i1e 126, is an exceptionally good

darn site, the river is nirrow end the

olf Creek enters

rock walls steep.
upstream.

the 'elway at a very acute anie headed

The ridge that sep-

arates olf Creek end the Selway and keeps the creek from entering the
Telwav lower down is a rib of gneiss which is a tare rock face near the
upper en

and outcrops frequently along the canyon wall as it gets higher

dovnstream along the Eelway.

This rib

the exact location of the axis will be

will form the left abuient and
determined by

sired for the top of rock on this ridge.

the elevation

e-

It will offer a very good op-

ortunity for si1lway also. The dam proposed for this site will be 290
feet hih from elevation l8Lo
a

neissic mountain with

to elevation 2130.

rock ridges

Looking upstream from

abutment slope is quite steep

The right abutment is

and outcrops all over it. The left

mile

below Vo1f

Creek axis.

from nearly vertical at the

rid,e near Wolf Creek entrance to an average of about L00,
The lower 100 feet of this slope is steeper than the

to

344

to one.

1opes from

to

point of

the

mile below.

average, being from

The right abutment is similar in that the lower 100 feet
344

to 1. Above this cint the slope averages 38 to
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L.o°.

Wolf Creek site - Selway River, Mile 126

Looking downstream at
site.
Note Wolf Creek
entering at acute upstream angle from the
left.
Sharp ridge be-

tween will form left
abutment.

Looking upstream into
reservoir area from right
abutment. Note gravel bar
in the foreground.

Hillside forming the
right abubnent. Looking upstream.

The stresm in this section is from 100 to 150 feet wide generally.
stand of timber on the right

The

:buent made it difficult to get satisfactory

pictures of the darn site,

Looking downstream at the

olf Creek Jite.

Some gravel exists in the bond above o1f Croek and a large

quantity in the bar at the mouth of Pinchot Creek. The exposed gravel
runs a 1are percent to oversize. The quality of the deposit at the
mouth o

'jnchot Creek could not be determined.

two sand bars exist in the river about
are quite extensive,

Two gravel bars and

mile downstream.

the sand bars not so

'The gravel bars

large and the sand is of

doubt-

ful quality. No earth fill materials occur near the site. The reservoir
is heavili timbered throughout and the clearing will be the largest item
of Liowage cost. The Forest Service river trail and the Forest rvice
cabin at

Three Links Creek are the only 'improvements in the reservoir

area.
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Above Wolf Creek the river canyon continues cjuite narrow with

precipitous sides most of the ay to the mouth o: Ioose Creek. tern site
jossibilities exist at many laces and there are very few places that
could not be

used, if a dam

were required.

One of the more custanding is at ile

just upstream of

135.6

ruzale Creek. The river elevation is about 2105. At this axis the river

runs through a narrow rock-walled gut about 20 feet wide crowding a ver-

tical cliff which forms the right abutment. A rock dike

crosses the

stream from the left abuthent to the edge of the gut. At higher water
staLes there is a waterfall over this dike 10 or 15 feet hi'h.

canyon is about 100 feet wide at the elevation of the
with both walls vertical for 30

top of

then

benches

to one, the right abutment

rises vertical for about 100 feet and then breaks away
of 30°.

the dike

feet or so. The left abunent

and continues up at aout an average of 3/Li.

The river

to about a slope

The site would be very economical for a dam 200 or

ruzzle Creek axis locking upstream.
ted rock reef crossing stresm.

ota

250 feet high.

.

.

The rock is mostly gnetss with some schists and other allied
Excessive scaling would

roeksa but the cliffs appear solid and unbroken.
not be required except in the higher reaohes,

The Moose Creek Site as proposed is located at River Mile 136.2.
This site was also proposed by the U.S.G.S. who called it coat Mountain
The dam was proposed by the previous report to be 361 feet

Darn Site.

high from elevation 2126 to elevation 2J.90.

It is believed that this dem

should be constructed higher to secure enough reservoir capacity for
stream regulation.

A darn 1fl5 feet high to elevation 2400 will secure

about 800,000 acre feet.

The da* site is gOOd for additional height up

to 600 feet if more storage is required.

The river at the site is from 100 to 120 feet wide and the
granite canyon walls rise high on either side.

The left abutment slopes

at about L5 degrees uniformly to well above the top of the dam.

The

right abutment is not so steep averaging about 35 degrees to above the
height necessary.

floth canyon walls wili require scaling as the surface

granite shows the effoot of fires and weathering.

This is the only chance for a storage reservoir of any size on
the Seiway.

A reservoir to 2600 miii extend about 9 miles up Moose Creek

and 16 miles up the Seiway.

It 'will cover the Moose Creek landing field,

the Moose Creek and sear Creek Ranger Stations, which are district
stations, two Forest Service cabins, Three Forks on Moose Creek and
Magpie on the Selway, a dude ranch about 3 miles up Moose Creek from the
Moose Creek Ranger Station, and the dude ranch and landing field at the
mouth of Ditch Creek on the Seiway.

The reservoir is heavily timbered

and the clearing ite. will, be the largest item in the flowage cost.

A revision of the Forest S*rvice trail system in the area will. be required.

Na roads exist in the area and the only 'say to get to this site

or any portion of the river between Seiway Falls and White Cap Creek is
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Lcoose Creek

Looking
across at
left abutrn

Left abutment.

I

S

by foot or horseback on the Forest Service trails,

It is 56 miles through

by trail and is a nIce walk,

The canyon of the Seiway above the mouth of Moose Creek narrows
and offers several excellent dam sites.

will drown those all out.

Moose Croak to elevation 2600

The canyon from Mile 114) near the mouth of

Hell Creek to arout ii. 1141.5 at the mouth of Magpie Creek offers several opportunities for dam sites,

One of the beat is just upstream from

the mouth of Hell Creek where the river is at elevation 2265.

The river

here is about 60 feet wide running between vertical rock walls from 30 to
50 feet high above the water, where they ease off to about 1 on I or
steeper.

A dam of any height could be built bore.

and gneiss and would require sealing.

The rook is granite

it is a very good dam site, but is

not usable unless Moose Creek could not be used.
Near the upper end of the canyon at River Mile 1)4.1 where the
river elevation is about 2300, another and similar axis exists.

The river

is about 100 feet wide and the granite walls rise steeply on both sides.
The left abutment is vertical for about 30 feet and then averages about
1 on 1.

The right abutment will average about 3/ti. to 1.

PIctures of

both are included but difficulty was encountered in showing the desired
detail on account of the timber.

A dam 1000 feet high could be built In this canyon as tar as the
foundation and abutment coflditions are concerned.

Just above hitch Creek at River Mile 1132.8 an axis suitable for
a dam some 1300 f..t high exists.

Bare granit. and gxieiss walls rise on

a slope of about 1 on I on either side from the river, which is about 90
feet wide at that

oint,

Tho river is at elevation 23135 and this site

also will be flooded out by Moae Creek to 2600.
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Hell CrkA1trtes

elwry

iver

Looking upstreElri into
canyon from nouth of'
llcll Creek.

Looking uptreau
from the nouth of
Hell Creek.

Lookinç uptraxn from
mile u"stream
about
froi Moose Creek

lndin field.

agpis Creek

tte - Seiway Rivcr - )!i1

141.1

Look in upstream
Th owing right
butinent

Looking upatram and dowr
into oanyon frcrn right
abutrient

Look in

toro i

abutncnt.

t 1 ft

}3itoh Creek & iagie Creek Alternates - Selway River

Bitch Creek site
1i1e 142.8
Looking upstream.

gpie Creek site
Wile 141.1
upstream
Look in
from j mile below
$xis.

.

Juat above Indian Creek (t)tjs should be called Pettibone Creek)

a wery good dam site exists,

The river at this point is at elevation 21.30

and the site would be good for 300 feet or more,
feet wide betweeu granite cliffs,

The right abuthent r&aes at about

3/1. to 1 for 200 feet and then continues up o

abutment rises at about
on up,

The river is about 10

about I to 1.

The left

to I for 100 feet and then about a 2. on 1 average

If used this site should back water up to the tail rater of the

Ruw4ng Creek plant, but

oose Creek to 2600 will dron it out.

N earth

fill materials are present and the gravel flat below the mouth of Indian
Creek would furnish only a partial supply of oversize gravel.
The Indian Creek site wøuld be an alternate for the Bear Creek
site which was proposed for River Mile 1I.8.3 just downstream from the

mouth of .ear Creek.
The Bear Creek Sit. does uøt appear favorable,

doubtful value,

The dam pro

The saddle is covered with sail and residual debris.

It is narrow and probably semi-pervious in the tcp 30 or L.O feet *nd

from the aneroid readings its elevation is only 120 feet above the eleva*
tiou of Eear Creek.

Even if this saddle could be used as a spiliway the

economy of a dam as high as 130 feet is questiorable
quite rapidly.

s the saddle lengthens

The left a*tnent shows rock outcrop to above th. u*able

height and the slope is about 1 on 1.

The right abutment shows some

rock in the river face and 'there may be a rock rib through the ridgs,

but there is no tndia*tjou of it in the saddle which would hav

to be

strengthened and paved all the way to the river if used as a apiliway.
The slope of this abutment is about 31. degrees on the river face.

Bear Creek Darn Site - Mile 148.3, Selway
Looking upstream

iver

- showing left abutrnrit.

Bear Creek AlternaLe - Upstretrn from Indian Creek

Nile l4.5, Selvray River.

The site is underlain by
metamorphic complex.

neisses and associated rock of the

The river occupies the entire channel at the pro-

posed axis and the water is deep

Bedrock in the channel which way he

as much as LjO or 50 feet deep in places is probably overlain by large
boulders.

1ock is exposed near the river on both sides intermittently

and on the abutments to a heidht of 70 or 80 faet

Soils

disintegrated

rock and thin talus forms a cover elaewhere.
The site would be very rood for a low darn

would not be used for a spil1way

one where the saddle

There would be considereble storage

above it as both the Bear Creek and Selay valleys are quite wide in this
area.

Moose Creek to elevation 2400 would put 112 feet of water at the

axis and would develop most of this storage also.

In the reservoir area

there are two dude ranches, a landing field and the Bear Creek Ranger
Station.

Only the Forest service trails traverse the area.

The darn site

is 15 miles from the end of the road at Paradise Ranger Station on Xhite
Cap Creek.

Looking downstream at the Bear Creek
Date Site.
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Th'per e1way,
on8haw hanch
1 milo up8treem from Bear
Creek looking downstrea2n.

Shcrer Air Field - Upper ¶elway.

1arth fill materIals are available in large quantities one
mile upstream.

This t& the area of the A. D. Benshaw ranch and the land-

It lies on the west bank of the river up and downstream from

ing field,

the mouth of Ditch Creek,

Gr&vel i

also available in large quantities

in the channels of both the Selway and Bear Creek adjacent to the den
stte end in the flat between the two streams.

This flat would probably

be the main supply for the alternate site at Indian Creek if it were
constructed,
Its

sear Creek is one of the important upstream tributaries.
discharge Is from 1/3 to

as large as the Seiway itself at that point and

it has a long sustained spring runoff, as does also the Selwsy.

The

Forest Service men sar that neither stream can be forded until late i*
July.

Joth streamS show a c-ory high highwater mark in the area due partly

at least to the channel constriction at the de

site,

The (kat Creek SIte is in the canyon which lies below the mouth
of Goat Creek and cztends for about a mile and a half.

This is a T027

rugged canyon with towering rock wails on either side about 1000 feet
high.

Generally these walls are !j.00 to 500 feet apart with massive talus

slopes along their toes, encroaching on t}ie river,
wo axes exist in the canyon; the upper axis, whtø)i i*s the one

considered in the department report, is at Bive: Mile 153 where the river
elevation is 2640.

At this point the river is from 180 to 220 feet vd.de

and thecanyonwalls are very ragged.

A large talus deposit of massive

granite blocks lies on the left side, an unknown quantity of which would
have to be removóda

The left abutsient will probably average about L5

degrees in slope and the right abutment about 1.o degrees.

A better axiB existe neer the lower end of the canyon at ilhe
152.3 where the river elev*tjon is about 2615.

are more stable and the cliffs closer together,
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At this site the abutments
It is probably about

Goat Greek Darn Site

Looking upstream at the
lower axis, river mile
152.3.

LI

Looking downstream at the
uDper axis, rivar irtils 15.

Looking downstream at
the upper axis, river
mile 153 from farther
upstream.

S

200 feet between the cliffs at water surface elevation with a lesser
amount of talus to 1e removed. The left abutnent will average about
L5

degrees and the right Lo0 at this site alao,
The site is the most favorable appearing of any

of river.

The rook

is

in this

ectlon

a medium grained, sound, pink granite with a wide

spaced joint system which i expressed in the irregular blocky appearance

of the left

abutment.

Bedrock is exposed at and near the site in the

river bed and intermittently on the right abutment. A concrete gravity

darn several hundred feet in height appears to ie feasible. Stripping requirements on the abutments would be determined by the condition of the

joint planes which are open and weathered on the surface chiefly because

of frost action. It is estimated that an average of 20 to 30 feet will
be sufficient to expose sound rock. A small talus deposit lies at the
foot of the right abutment.
Both sites are timbered with th. rock outcrops showing cc-

casionally and where eves the rook shows it appears to be quite badly
broken, A darn at either site would require considerable treatment to

make it water-tight. The department report proposed a dam at thi8 site to
elevation 2960 which would put the head of the pool at the Thite Cap
site and make the dam 320 or

3L5

feet high depending upon which

axis is

used. As this site widens rapidly at higher elevations, it is not a

parttcularly good site for a

high dam..

The site should be considered in

connection with the Running Creek site, which appears to be very good.
The tail water at Running Creek would be about elevation 2735. This
would make the Goat Creek dam 120 feet high.

No earth fill materials or gravel were observed in the immediate

vicinity. Both are available downstream about 2 miles and upstream about
3

miles, whore the Philip A. Shearer ranch and the North Star ranch are

located on bench lands. The material is not expected to be too wefl graded
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Goat Creek Dein Site -

i1e 12.3, Seiway River.

fl

.

The Running Creek Site is proposed for location at the abrupt
bend in the river one half mile below the mouth of Rumiing Creek at River
Mile 157.0 there the river elevation is 2760.
This is an excellent site up to elevation 3020 for a free overflow spiliway over the saddle ou the right abutment and could be used for

a higher elevation by treament in this saddle.
The river is about 220 feet wide at the water surface.

The

left abutment rises to about elevation 3100 on a 142 degree slope and

continues on higher at a much lesser rate as the ridge swings away from
the river,

The right abutment is an outjutting hill with a slope of about

140 deees and a top elevation of about 3075.

It connects to the main

ridge to the east through a saddle where the elevation is about 3020 and
whtóh will form the upper limits of the pool unless it is desired to go
higher1 in. which ease it can be raised as the entire saddle is rook.

The pnstock would go throuh the ridge forming the left abutmeut to a
powerhouse located on the left river bank at about River Mile 156.2.
A penetock 2000 feet long would also develop the 25 feet of drop through
the S curve in the river below the den.

This installation would indicato a dam 260 feet high from elevation 2760 to elevation 3020 and with the additional drop in. the river,

a head on the power plant of 285 feet.

Running Creek Dsm Site * Mile 155,9, Seiway iiver.

Power House Site,
S. 3ank of River

nile b1ow dam sitG.

(.

.

%..111mc1i

p

.

-14.

.d

...
-

________

Por3ible source of
impervious materials
mile downstream froir
dam site.

-

This site is located about a mile upstream frc* the edge of the
granite intrusive, the downstream extension of which is below the Goat
Creek Site.

ome gneissic rocirs are exjosed along the trail which runs

soross the left abutment.

The river bed Ia gravel with a narrow lowThere is no indication of the depth to

lying terrece on the right hank.
rock in the river channel.

although soil covered

Both abuients are more or less regular and,

have spiliway possIbilities.

The possIbilities of

a power and outlet tumnel through the long ridge which forms the left

abuent Is believed feasible.

Abundant construction materials for either

concrete or earth f.11 are available within 2: miles of the site.
9ands tnd gravels are available in large quantities in the flats
around the mouth of punning Creek, a half mile upstream, and in the hills
and flats below the dam site,

Earth flU materials are also available in

limited quantities In these areas and in considerable quantities from
The hills and valleys on the

the cultivated lands along Running Creek.

right side of the 5elway below the dam are also believed to be usalle,

which would 4ve an unlimited quantity.

The advantage of this site over

the Goat Creek or White Cap Sites is the nearness and probable diversity
of materIals for either an earth fill or concrete iam.
This site also offers storage possibilities as the fliumlug

Creek Valley is quite wide and storagewould be secured in tvoth the
Running Creek and Seiway Canyons.
the Forest Service

innin

Only the Uorrace Brothers ranch,

Creek cabin and the Forest Service trails
the

constitute the flowage problem.

Clearinp 'will be a minimum a

reservoir is mainly a big turn.

Green timber exists for a few miles

in the vicinity of the mouth o:i Thite Cap Creek, but it Is only a patch

and the burn continues to above upper Indian Creek.
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3elway Canyon at the junction with
Running Creek.

With this site used to elevation 020 the previously selected
hite Cap Site and its donstream alternates would be flooded and the alternate about 1500 feet below the mouth of

hite CpCreek, which looks

to be the et of the several axes, would come into the
The Seiway Canyon in the £
Cap Creek, River Mile 15

icture.

miles from Running Creek to ithite

to hiver Tile l6Lj.5, offers several opportunities

for dams up to Loo feet in height.

None of them are outstanding sites

but any of thii would be usable if conditions required their use.
The first is at Mile 159.5, where the river is

250.

at elevation

Here the river is about 70 feet wide with a 40 degree slope on

the right abutnent and about 45 degrees on the left.
for about LU0 feet in height and could be used higher,

This site is good
ut the earn would

lengthen more rapidly above this height es the slope on the left eases
off.

There are spillway chances on either side.

A limited amount of

gravel is available in the stream chaniael, but no earth fill materials

or sand was observed near the site.

hiteoep Alternates -

4wy River

Looking downstream at
slway Canyon. River
Mile 160.9.

Looking downstream at
Seiway River Canyon at
about River Mile 159.5.

Looking downstream at
about Mile 158. Running
Creek Canyon entering from
the left in the middle
distance.

.

Another alternate exists at Mile iQ.9 where the river eleva.tion is 2915.

Shear rock walls stand high on either side.

The left

abutment Slopes at about liD degrees for the lower 200 feet and at about
47 degrees above that elevation.
average of .5 degrees.
the water elevation.

The right abutment slopes

t about an

It is about 200 feet between the rock slopes at
This site is good for any height up to 400 feet.

&o earth till, or concrete ag'regates, except a limited amount of coarse
gravel in the river bed, were observed.

The 7h1te Cap Dam Site as selected in the department report
was placed at River Mile 161.9,. where the river is at elevation 2955.

The name "hite Cap" is a misnomer for this site, as it is 2 miles
downstream from the mouth of White Cap Creek and

' mile downstream from

Bad Luck Creek.
The site proposed is not a. particularly good site, but could
be used.

The river is about 200 feet wide and the hills forming the abut-

ments slope up at about 40 degcea,

The rook in the abutments is badly

broken and would have to be scaled quite deeply.

An axis exists about

mile below the proposed axis that might he a little better, but the
general characteristics are the same for both.

There are no earth 1111 materials in the vicinity and only a
limited amount of gravel, running a high percentage to oversise, available in the river bed.

The bar at the mouth of Bad Luók Creek would sup-

ply some more, but not in adequate amounts.

The heiht proposed for this dam in the department report was
195 feettrorn elevation 2955 to elevation

150.

The pool formed would

inundate the Paradise Ranger Stattn on bite Cap Creek and about 2 miles
of the Forest Service road up the river from Paradise Ranger Station, as
well as the Forest Servie

trails along the Seiway and White Cap Creek,
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ThitecapDu

Site &Alternates-50 iway River

Looking down Seiway
Ctnyon t the mouth
of Bad Luck Creek.
(Entering from the
right) River 'i1e 162.

Selway River Canyon
Looking upstrean at
i1e 161.8. This is
axis selected in Snake,
Salmon & Clearwater
Retort.

Seiway 1iver Ca.iyon

Looking downstream from
same point as previous
pictures, thodng canyon
in vicinity of Mile ll.5.

.

.

) better axis for the White Cap Dam oxista about 1500 feet downstream from White Cap Creek.

This axis would fit the name bettor and it

also comes into stop with a dam to e1eation 3020 at the Running Creek
Site, as the river elevation at this point is about 3020 or 3025.

t

this axta it is about 150 feet beeen the rock toes at th water surface,
the slope an the left abutment about L5 degrees and the

enera1 slope of

the right abutment aout kiO degrees, although for the first 200 feet the
slopes are much steeper,

The site is very good for dams up to 1300 feet

ifl heght arLd could be used for higher elevations if desired.

This dam offers the last opportunity for regu1ato,r storage.

It would control about 520 square miles of tributary area and the reervoir ereated would

ack up into the White Cap Creek Canyon auc Sheep Creek

Canyon, as well as the canyon of the Seiway.

Little information is amtl-

able for this reservoir sea, as there are no coutour or river maps above
Thite Cap Creek available.

The aneroid shows an elevation for I mile be-

low Cheep Creek at 3130 and at the junction of the Selway and Little

Clearwater at 3600, but the accuracy o1 these elevations isdoubtful.
The

:hite Cap Canyon is quite wide at the mouth, but narrows about 1

mile up ann the grade is quite steep.

The Seiway Cnyon opens up below

Sheep Creek and is quite wide then to above Indian Creek, where the sievetion is somewhere near 3500,

White Cap Creek is one

Selwa,

f the larger tributaries of the upper

Its contribution at the time of the reconnatssanoe was about belt

as much as the

elway was carrying above the junction and was estimted

at about 500 second feet,

The highwater mark was from B to 10 fee

above

the water surface at that time.
The original Yhite Cap site 1.e1ow

ad Luck Creek was found to

be underlain by rranitic gneiss which on the right abutment was standing

nearly vertical and strUd.ng diagonally downtren toward the left abutment,

:

i1t
'14

Seiway River below hard Luck Creek,
looking downstream.

Selway River - below ThiteCap Creek,
looking dowritream from the Lite Cap
Creek Bridge.

I

.

Joints and planes of schistocity are well defined and somewtat open and
weathered.

The river section is wide and gravel bottcrnd and the left

abutment is soil and talus covered,

Spiliway possibilities are limited.

At the lower alternates the condition of the rock is much better and
the canyon is narrower.

Tbey would also be closer to the gravel deposits

at the junction of Running Creek and the Seiway.

The more favored site near 1hjte Cp Creek is also underlain
by r,neisa and probably a few schistose rooks.

To rock was observed $n

ravels Is

the river, but it is believed that the depth of boulders and
not excessive,

Intermittent outcrops were observed on the ebutment

which are fairly re1ar but which will require several feet of stripping
for a high dam.

There Is not likely to he enoui

reate matérial in

the vicinity of the dam either on the main stream or on White Cap Creek.
It would probably have to be transported or ?nanufactured.

Such material

as is preseut appears to be of good ouality, but much of it is oversize.
Two miles above the mouth of White Cap Creek and about 3/1 of
a mile below Sheep Creek the canyon narrows to make a possIble dam site.
This would be at about River Mile 166.5 if the river survey were continued.
the rock toes

Here the river is n&rrow and it is about 150 feet bstwee
at the water surface with some talus slopes to be removed.

The right

abubnent is a round topped bill With a slope of about 1* to 1, the left
abutment an outjutttug ridge with a slope of about I on 1.
good for probably about 300 feet in heib.t.

The site is

The canyon widens out above

the site and offers the possibility of storage for a limited amount. /

Sheep Creek Canyon and the Seiway Cniyon both mould be in the reservoir,
but the river grade is so steep that they could not be developed for any
great distance.

As the average river grade is about

feet per ntis,

the pooi behind a 300-foot dam would only he about 5 miles long.

e1way River -

i1

Sheep creek Darn site
about 167 (J3eyond 1irnit

f exitin

survey)

.

here were no concrete agregates or impervious matria1s found
near the site.

Rook for a rook fill is available in large quantities close

to the axis, sealing materials would probably be obtained by scalping the
benches upstream to Indian Creek,

The geologic cothitiona are very similar

to those of Thite Cp Creek with 20 to 30 feet of stripping required on

the abutents.

It is belleyed that Thite Cap should be built high enough

to drown out this site.

The only flowage problem would

relocation

be

of the Forest Service road.

About

niles upstream abeve the Sheep Creek Site at what would

be about River vile 173 is the Little C1earwter Site,

The value of this

location is doubtful as it is located high in the headwators and the streams
are getting very small,

The axis is about Lo0 feet oms.resm from the
The drain-

junction of the Little Clearwater River and the Seiway River,

age basin above the site amounts to about 305 sousre miles, 75 aqUaTe miles
in the Little Clearwater and 230 in the Seiway basin.

The streams run

through narrow gorges and their gradient is quite steep so no regulatory
At the date of the visit the flows in the two

storage could be secured,

streams were nearly equal, about 125 c.f,s. in eaah, and that was probably
an extreme low water flow,

The highwatór marks were about 8 feet above

the water siriaae at the time.

The river elevation is somewhere near 3Eio0.

The dam site is very good, the river teing about 60 feet wid*
and the abutments rising steeply for about 300 feet.

is very good, the rock standing at about

The left abutment

to I clear to the top of about

300 feet, where it Denobes off offering spiliway possibilities.

The right

abuaent slopes at about I on 1 to moh higher, possibly 600 foot, bofore
it breaks away flatter.

The rock in the left abutment show

fe'

breaks

and would require very little scaling; in the right it is nore broken and
scaling would be necessary.

Darn site below JunctiOn of

elway

Little Clearwater

Looking downstream
through axis.

Looking downstream at
right abutment.

Loocing across at left
abutment. Note cliffs
showing through the trees.

Darn Sith below Junction of Selway& Little Clearwater

Looking up

olway

Canyon. from axis.

Little Cleaiater
entering from right.

Looking up the
c.tyonof the
Little Clearwater
at the iouth.

I

I

The rock exposed on the right abutment is a fine grained granite
or quartz diorite with inclusions of

aaaltic rook.

The right abutment

is quite irregular and. cut by strong joint planes, but the left abut-

ment is a high apparently soild rock face which is a pert of the spur
between the nain river and the Little Clearwat.er.

bilities for a spillway,

This spur has possi-

gregate and £111 materials are not plentiful

and it i

likely that only a concrete or

sidered.

A;parently even a high dm would create a small rcserroir,

since the stream gradient is steep.

rook nil dam could be con-

o aggregates of any kind except

rock for rock fill exist in the im*ediate vicinity1

The tl4s downstream

about 21 miles near the mouth of Indian Creek might Furnish sealing materials and possibly gravel.

No sources were observed upstream.

Forest Service road would be the only flowage

roblem.

Agai* the

The reservoir is

timbered and would require clearing.
These last two d* sites, Sheep Creek and Little Clearivster,
ar

not ielieved to he usable eitee on account of their limited storage

capicities, but they are the only sites available above

hite Cap Creek.

Between the Sheep Creek 3ite and the $ttle Clearwater, the canyon is
vide and low benches form the valley floor and receding hills the valley

sdas.

The strean gradient is quite steep.

this reach.

}o possible ax

exist in

Above the Little Clearwater the stream flow is believed to

he too small far reooended development.

Headwaters of Meadow
Creek.
Taken from a

point on the Salmon Mt.

road looking northeast.

Looking northeast from
Obs.rvation Point o the

Salmon Mt. Road over the
upper Seiway Basin.

Picture tekon from an

elevation of 7OQ.
This is the area around
the Deep Creek Ranger
Station above the con-

fluence of the Selay
and Little

Rivers.

Clearwater

Little Clearwatr River. Taken from about L1ev. 8230
Looking west and northwest over vLtlleys of Flat Creek, salamander Creek and
asin Creek. The drainage goes out to the right.

Drainao Basin of th

.

Loohsa River

In this reconnaissance the Lchsa River was not covered in its
entirety.

The Lewis and Clark Highway now being built up the canyon from

Lowell by the t'. S. Department of Public

orks, using Japanese internee

labor, will change conditions at the sites to such an extent that anY information secured at this time would be useless for ultimate purposes,
Glade Creek and Split Creek Sites were observed.

They are

located in the metamorphiC s on the margin of the ao-caUed batholith.
The Glade Creek right abutment had been so blasted off and the river

ohsinel chanced that it has litti. seblanco of a dam site.

Creek will receive the e treatment.

Split

Already a pioneer road has removed

most of the right abutment and when the highway is finished, it will not
be a usable dam site either.

The plans for this road do not contemplate

the evasion of any of the dam sites along the river.

The bright Angel Site was not examined because of a ccmbinatioa
of factors including a poor trail and the lateness of that particular day.
Hoidredge reported it in his memo as followet
l3

Bright Angel Sites

This site is located on the Lochea

River l9.1. miles above the mouth at Lowell.

All of the site is

underlain by massive quartz-rnonzonite through which the river has
cut a deep narrow channel.
the surface is quite fresh.

There ic little decay and the rock at
There is very little soil or other debris

on either abutment and the depth to which it would b
excavate the foundatjo

necessary to

for concrete structure will probably not

average more than 10 feet,

There are a few fractures in the rock

but they are widely £paced and not open and are not of unfavorable
attitudes.

A series of sheeting plains with a spacing of several

feet are exposed on the left abutment.

They have a strike parallel

.

.

to the river and dip toi*rd the river a f
natural slope of the abutmert.
the site was

degrees less than the

The depth of the water at the ti*e

ieitéd probably did not exceed 10 feet and the depth at

overburden in the middle of the river w.s rouchly estimated at 20
feet,

The rock at this site loaves little to be desired because it

is both sound and strong and thoroughly competent to withstand the
stresses to which it would be subjected by a

sm of any height.

Leakage would be negligible and such leaks as might develop could
be easily grouted.

Gravel suitable for agregate is not present

in adequate quantities in one deposit nearer than Lowell at the
mouth of the river,

There is a fairly extensive deposit of excellent

gravel at Lowell but there is a large percentage of oversize.

It

might be possible to secure sufficient gravel for the proposed struc-

ture by using all gravel in serai smaller deposIts along the river
between Lowell and the site,

Abundant material for rook fill cam be

obtained in the river and on the adjacent slopes within two or tbr.e
miles of the site.

gowever, material for impervious fill is scarce

in this area unless it could be obtained in the higher country adjacent to the damsite one or more miles back from it where there has
been an appreciable accumulation of soil,

The location, extent and

suitability of such soil deposits need invstiation.
since only a low dam or none at all is now considered hero, no further
comnient is necessary.

The reconnaissance attempted to find a way of using the water
in the Lochea for power develoetent and still permit the use of the canyou for road purposes.

This plan contemplates a regulatory storage in

the headwaters and a diversion of the regulated flow into the Iorth Fork
in or near the mouth of Weitas Creek.

would be In the vicinity of Lost Creek.
20 miles long under the Lola ridge.

The diversion point of this water
The

inne1 would be from 18 to

.

.

Only one possibility for storage exists, that in the vicinity
of the 'owell Ranger Station4

Several tributaries join in this vicinity

and storage can be secured in the comparatively wide Lochsa River Valley
as well as the tributary Canyons of the Crooked Fork, White Sand, Beaver

and Walton Creeks, as well as the canyons of some half dozen smaller
streams.

The Lochsa is unique in this area for a mountain stream in that

it runs 'wide and shallow over a gravel bed with no constrictions and no
The valley is wide, generally frost 3/li. to i

rapids for several miles.

miles wide, even wider in places with only one point of narrowing just
below the Powell Ranger Station,

The Wendover Site 5 mia below Powell

is the first definite rapid in the stream below Powell, at River Mile 67.li..

A dam a mile or so below the Pow11 Ranger 'tation, where the
constriction of the canron occurs, if built to elevation 3800 would impound
about 145,000 acre feet.

The river here is at about elevation 3390 so

the darn would be some 140 feet high.

It would be at least 500 feet long

at river level and 2200 feet long at pool level.

Earth fill materials

would be available in the flats and benches around towell Ranger Station
as would gravel.

Gravel in large quantities exists in the wide stream

bed both up and downstream.
mountain side.

Rock fill materials are available from either

A darn here would be a very large and expensive structure,

but the highway pxblen would be simple as the topography eases off in
this vicinity and the road has to start climbing for the pass anyway.
Re-examination of this area by means of the aerIal photographe
indicates two possibtlities just below the ranger station where earth daas
might be considered.

One is at Mile 67.2, whet. a low rock bench occurs

somewhat above river level and the other is at the resort just below
Cliff Creek.

A reservoir behind either of these would have much less

storage t}-:an the Wendover site and might not be adequate.

Rock is in-

dicated in the relief at each tht with considerable overburden, aspecially at the upper site.
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The Loohsa Tiver below Powell
looking downstreun.

Looking down eir Creek oanyon to
the Lochsa River from Lob Trail.

.

I

The next usable axis downstream which
storage area is at the
63.3.

ou1d develop the Same

endover Site four miles downstream at River Iile

At this site the river is at elevation 3230.

eot

A dam here 570

high to elevation 3800 would store about 1,125,000 acre feet, much more
than is needed unless cyclic storage is considered.
The river is Iron 70 to 100 feet wide at the

endovr axis.

The canyon walls rise quite abruptly in jlsoes and ease off in others;
the average is about Lo degrees on either side,

The canyon walls con-

sist of nearly vertical rook bluffs outcropping through broken rock slides
on which a spares stand of timber is
height up to 600 feet.

rowing.

The site is good for any

Rock fill materials are available in unlimited

quantities near the site.

Gravel is available in the stream bed upstream

arid in the flats at the mouth of

endover Creek and Papoose Creek.

fill or sealing materials were not observed near the

Earth

.te and mei not be

closer than Powell.

The rock at this site is mainly grano-diorite with minor amounts

of gneiss, schist and patite, The left abutment is badly gullied
and just upstream ofte proposed axis has a small gully coming in which
points upstream rather than being normal to the mairi canyon or pointing
downstream.

A strong joint pattern or shear zone is augçested.

The

right abwthient is also somewhat gullied, hut stands as a high triangular
facet on the spur whioh it terminates,

Several feet of stripping would

e required in both &butments and would probably reach a maximum of !fO
feet or more.

There may be as much as 30 feet of overburden at the foot

of the s1ope.

The site appears favorable for a concrete gravity dam to the

height required.

The problem of getting the Lewis and Clark Highway over this
dam will be quite serious in that the stretch of' canyon below the dam

where the climb will hare to be made offers litti. but rock cliffs in
which to locate the road,

In the area above the dam the problem will

Looking down Loohs

Rivc r from

Righl a.butrierit Weudover

m site.

Looking down river from about t mile
downstream from the Wendover dam site.
The rocky wall shown will be the site of the
highway relocation in raising it to go over the dam.

-

Ycndover Dm Site - Mile 63.2, Lochsa
(i1attenin

iver.

effect of inclined pictures vcry pronounccd in this view.)

;'

I

I.

be easier as the topography eases off.

Crossing Papoose Creek will be one

of the difficult problems here as this cree

canyon will form one arm of

the reservoir and will extend some distance into the hills to the nor,
A reservoir in this 1ocatin wili flood some 10 miles of the
Lewis and Clark Highway and cut the cross-county Forest Service roads
from the Lob

Trail south to ion Beal Park and F1k Summit.

would have to be relocated around the reservoir.

These roads

The Powell Ranger Station

and the hunting and fishing lodge near tt would be the only other improve-

ments in the res.roir,
Between the Wóndover Site and Lost Creek near River Mile 14.5
there is some 500 to 700 feet of fall.

This can be developed b

diver-

sions into tunnels or surface flow lines along th. canyon walls with drops
through powerhouses at convenient intervals, without interfering, with the

highway,

A judicious selection of diversion dam sites may place them where

no revision will be required in the highway, or if revisions are necessary
they will be of a minor nature.

No attempt was made at this time to select

these sites as the road construction will chan.e the conditions to 3U0b
a degree that any points selected probably would not be usable after the
road is completed.

The Lost Creek site, the point of final diversion, will also

have to be located finally after the road is cpleted and must he placed
in some location where the highway revision is poaible.

It will need

to be high enough only to furnish a little headwater regulation for the
oothing out of the flows from the unregulated tributary creeks enter1mg between

endover and Lost Creek.
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Loohsa Drainage Basin - Looking southeast from about Elev. 6800
on Lob Trail. Powell Ranger Station nd YoLIdover Dtm Site at

the extreme right and behind the ridge in the middle distance.
Pa:oose Creek drainage in the foreground.

.

.

North Fork Clearwater

Brucea Eddy Darn Site at Mile 2 on tbeorth Fork of the Clearwater
is the first site oU this tributary.

The river at the site is at eleva-

tion 970, five feet under the proposed pooi for Harpers Bend ¶ite on the
main river.

The river is about 1O feet wide and smooth gneiss abuinents

rise on either side.

The left abutment continues up at about

O degrees

slope to well above the usable height of the site, the right abutment is

more raed averagin

about 35 degrees and finally benching off into a

saddle at about elevation 1230,
darn.

This bench 'will limit the heightot the

It would be poasiblo to continue it higher by constructing, through

this saddle as the country beyond continues up and it is supposed that
the rock does also, although it does not outcrop in this ridge above the
saddle.

The length of the ds* would increase rapidly above the

addle

elevation and complicate the sp1lway problem as well as the highway revision problem, which at any elevation will be difficult.

With a top

elevation of 1135 the Cranberry Creek Sit. wj].1 come into the picture and

the Bruoes Eddy dam will be 165 feet high, rather than to try to reach

the Big Island Site at elevation 1257 or Elkberry at elevation 125. It

might be possibic to build aruces Fddy to 1257, but the dwouid be 287
feet high, which ii byond the economical limits of the site.
The rock formation at the darn site is banded gneiss of the

Orofino Series and is cut by numerous pegmatito dikes, quartz veins and
quartz stringers.

Additional rock types of the sam.e series are no doubt

present in the vicinity.

The rock is well exlosed in numerous road cuts

and is found intermittently along the river and on the canyon walls.
formation strikes N.80°V. and dips
abutment.

0°K.E

Th.

in the road cut across the right

Jointø and Iractures are usually wide spaed and the beds are

several feet thick.

One set of joints strikes L80°L and dips

S.L which is practically normal to the bedding planes.
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° to the

Some separation

I!

Looking downabream through axia.

Lookthg dovnstrrn at right ebutment.

Looking doinstreaxe at left abutment.

SaddleEi. V IZ3Oon right abutment
that liNitc height o

dam.

I

was noted parallel to the bedding indicating possible movent.

The rock

is considered good and the attitude of the joints and bedding planes
favorable for the foundatIon of a dam.
The left abutment is steep and apparently massive with only
The right &butaent is the f'lat topped spur

small pockets of overburden.

which runs out into 'ruces

Here the overburden appears to be heavier

ddy.

than on the opposite abusent..

urther investigation is necessary to

determine if the toporarhy is favorable for a concrete or masonry dam
to elevation above 1200 since the existing map shows no contours above
that elcyation on the right abutment.

Foundation excavation Is estimated as foliows

Ovorburden--

5 to 20 feet in the rivei and 0 to 5 feet on the abutments, rook--5 feet
0 feet near the top of the dam.

or less at the river increasing to

e,

composition of the rock ai.parently is slight and disintegration not oxtensive.

Frost action may have opened the joints and fractures in exposed

areas leaving loose slabs and blocks which would have to be removed,.

Eoldrede also visited the site and commented on the lower axis
as follows:
* * * An alternate site,, a few hundred feet downstream was also examined briefly..
to the river,.

Here the right abutment is more regular and parallel

It flattens someat at about the desired elevation

for a side chvnrel spiliway..

The rock is gneiss identical with that

at the upper site and quite satisfactory for foundation for either a
concrete gravity or a fill den.

The overburden cover Is thin on both

abutments a1thouh there is more than on the upper site.

This site

is wider at river level but there Is believed to he not more than 20
feet of overburden in. the river.

The rock at these sites should stand

without timbering during tunneling operations although fractured
zones might be encountered locally that would require support. * * *"
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Some sand and rravel is present at

ruces Eddy and apparently

is of good quality but the quantity at this aggrogate is probably not
Additional mmteria]. would likely have to

sufficient for a large clan,

9entv of rock fill material is

come frost the iisin Clearwater River.

available but the supply of suitable impervious material is doubtful.
The main flowage problem would consist of the relocation of

some 11 miles of sccomry highway.
18-toot top with a gravel surface.

This road is gr.ded to about an
It is the only road between Orofino,

via Ahsahirs, to !1k River and th uper Potlatch country.
North Fork Carl:rou at P1k Creek at about

ile 13.

It leaves the

This revision will be

very difficult in some sections as the country is quite rugged.
Some 12 small farm steads will be inundated by the pool.

are loggers' and miners' homes with shacky buildings,
cultivated ground

They

nall plots of

chicken yards, etc.

Cranberry Creek Dan aite is proposed for location at River
Two possible axes exist,

tle lL,7 where the river elevation is 1135.
the upper of which is the better.

The lower axis is about 3/10 mile

downstream or at kile 14.4 and is almost directly under Dents post office.
The right abutment here i

an outjutting cliff o

gneiss which rises at

an angle of about 43 degrees to elevation 1220 and eases oft to about
a 1 on 3 slope to elevation 1280.

The south abutment probably averages

about 35 degree slope and is heavily timbered.
the timber in several places.

Rock outcrops show through

The river bed is about 300 feet wide nd

shows only gravel in the bottom.

There is a very large gravel bar in the

canyon bottom at this site and other bars in the vicinity downstream.
Above elevation 1280 on the right abutment is a large supply of
impervious earth ftfl materials,

iook is a'vailabló also for rock fill.

At the upper axis the river is much narrower, the right abuts-

went is a gneiss cliff extending up 300 feet or more, the right abutment
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Looking upstream through axis.
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Looking upstream at right abuthent.

Looking across at hill which will
form the left abutment.

.

is timberad and will probably require the removal ef considerable rubble
to reach ledge rock.

The right abuents at both sites are quite badly

broken and will require scaling and treatment.

The sources of fill

material for this site will be the same as for the lower, except that
there is a large gravel bar upstream of this axis and rook for rook fill
can be obtained at the site.
The gne.isses and sehists of the Orofino series in this area
dip upstream toward the right abutment; i.e., N - JIB.

The lower axis,

first examlued, just below the Pent post office was found to have a rock
abutuent on the rirht, rather a wide cross section and a low sloping timbercovered left abutment,

A short distnee upstream another axis

s ex-

amined which was also wide but had rock abutients which apparently tere
adequate for a dam 100 to 150 feet in height.

The river channel gravel

bar offers the oppornity for seismic soundings for foundations.

The

p

only other factor on which this axis mibt be considered iø the possi-

bility of a spiliway over the benoh on the right butment.
Lt the upper axis the spiliway possibilities are liwited and
the river appears to be quite deep,

The water iè estimated to be at

least 30 feet deep in pisces and the rook is probably as much as O feet
below low water surface.

A peculiar amphitheater is apparent in the

aerial photographs several hundred feet above the river level on the
left abutment,

The first impression ef this feature su.gesta landsiideJ

however, no evidence of s1id1n
along the river.

was noted during the brief examination

several benches occur at different elevations between

this site and flruces Eddy which mark the surface of the older rocks from

which the Columbia River basalt and Latch beds have been stripped.

Such

may be the case here, hut a detailed examination is necessary.
It is possible that there is sufficient gravel in th. river
bars in the area for aggregate for a concrete dam.

Good quality sand

Crartberry Crek Pi Site - Upper Axis
lAilel4 .6

T

Fk. Ci earwa te r Riv r

Looking downstream through axis.

Looking downatram at right abutment.

and grve1 is indicated.
fill da

Materials of a satisfactory auallty for a rock
Clay soils and disintegrated

are expected in the immediate area.

rock for core material are present on the right wall of the canyon and

steep cliffs of basalt occur on the left or south wall.
Other sites no doubt occur further upstream which might be conBruces Eddy.

sidered if a higher dam is found feasible at

None of these

were examined, but favorable toporaphy is apparent at the mouth of
Cranberry Creek at Mile 19.

Upper Cranberry axis

lckin utre.

There will be no flowge problem
roads along the river.

t this site.

A trail follows the north side.

improvements are the ranch buildinpa at

ig Island.

timbered and the clearing will be a big item.

There are no
The only known

The reservoir is

The reservoir above this

dam w's not traversed, a section of it 1n the vicinity of Big Island
being the only part viewed on the trip.
¶o

by road,

et to this site the traveler will

o to Dents post office

drop down into the canyon to the river trail, and walk upstream,
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A very tricky wagon road leads to the river between the axes that a tarm.:r

on the south side of the river uses during low water seasons, but it

s

not usable for oars all the way,
The site is not good for a high dam as the valley widens more
rapidly at higher elevations.

To make the pool equal to the teliwater

at Flkberry this dam would go to elevation 1330, which would make the
dam 195 feet high and chant 1500 feet long on top, which is as high as
should be considered for the site.
The Big Island I?am

tte wee proposed for River Mile 28.7 about

1.7 miles upstream from Mg Island where the river elevation is about
1257 feet.

This darn was eroposed to be 135 feet high to elevation 1392,

which would make the pool elevation equal to the tailwater of a dam at
The Forks site just downstream from the junction of the Little 1orth
Fork.

It will not be used in the combination of Cranberry Creek and

the Cranberry Cree

Elkberry as it will be drowned out b

Two axes exist that are neable for low dams.

oo1.

The lower one

is at

iver !cile 28,7 and the other 0.7 mile upstream at about River Mile

29,L.,

The river is very flat through this reach of the river, the water

being very dep and still, with scarcely any current during the low water
stages that prevailed at the time of the reconnaissance.

The lower site has a good bluff for the left abutment. The right
abutment appears to be a nubbin outcrop with an indication of channel back
of it.

Thi8 nubbin is not high enough to furnish the entire abutment

and the channel back of it cannot be used for zpi11way
about 200 feet wldø at the water surface.

The river is

The bed rock cn be seen con-

tinuing into the rtver from the right abutment far about 50 feet, where
it drops off into very deep water,
least and may be more.

The water is

A dam here would be about

-y6-

0 or 50 feet deep at
0 feet long on top.
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Lower Axis - Looking upstream
River iie 28.8.

Lower Axis - Looking downstream.
I-j

w

0

a
Ct'
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C

1
C

Looking downstream
River Mile about 29.2.

t'pper Axis

Looking downstream from 1 mile
above lower axis. There is no
oprostng abutment to one shown
on the right. Canyon widens
above this Doint.

I

The upper axis appears to be the better of the two.

The river

here is about 120 feet wide and oliffs show for both abutnents,

ed rock

is visible below the water surface for about j the distance across the
stream, where it ceases abruptly,

The ehamiel in the center is too deep

to estimate, as in the clear water prevailing at the time the bottom could

not be seen

it just faded into nothjnness.

feet as it could be seen that tar.
1450 feet long at
The

and are

It will be deeper than 140

A dam on this axis would be about

oo1 elevation,

isses and schizts dip upstream into the left abutment

ut by pegmatite dikes and sills.

The rock is fresh and sound

at river level, but weathered and disintegrated somewhat at higher el.vations,

Stripping requirements for a concrete dm would be expected to

vary in direct ratio to the height of the d; i.e., 1 foot for every 10
feet in elevation above the water surface.

Strong rocic ribs or shelves

form the beach line on each side of thè'river for at least a half mile
in the vicinity of the site.

The river channel itself i

1on

of slack water which appears to be uot less than 30 feet deep.

may

e at least twice that deep in many places.

constituted that it mi;ht be uaed for a

p003.

rock

Bed

The left abuiiont is so

pil1way for a d

over 150 f..t

in height.
No travel

xists closer than the email islands suet upstream of

ig Island and the flat on the east side of the river which the ranch
and 1and1n

field occupy between River Ltles 27

nd 28.

Farth fill and

sea1inj materials are available at higher elevatiors to the east.

Large

quantities were observed about 2 miles east of the river along the road
cut.

It may exist closer in the hills to the north of the road,

Rock

for rock fills could be quarried in the canyon near either axis.
The reservoir above this axi* is timbered and will require clear
trig.

There are no improvements of any kind here, not oven a river trail.
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There is an old doserted miner's shack at the mouth of Gold Creek, above
the Slkberry site which would be in this reservoir.
T

get to this site one has the option of flying in from Orofino

or a lon-. drive over Forest Service and logging roads.

tortuous

The roads are

nd steep and should not be attempted in wet (or even damp)

The recon oar of the reconnaissance party

weather with en ordinary car.

made it over wet roads, but not without difficulty.
able in from the east side.

Two rouLs are avail-

One leaves Orofino, up Orofino and 7hiskey

Creeks, through Grungemont and up Cow (;r.ek to the divide, then. down into

Gold Creek, a tributary of Reeds Creek, to Reeds Creek, up Reeds for a
ys, then to a junction with the other route on the divide to the north
from where the road followa the ridge west to the river at Big Island.

This route is not reoended.
Tb, other route would be by improved roads through Greer, Weipe

and Pierce to the C.T.?,A. headquarters about fr mile south of Headquarters
where a branch road. to the left will lead to the junction referred to
above.

This road also is in bad shape as it is badly cut up by the con-

struction of a logging railroad alon

its location and the cutting of

many logging roads through the area.

It is difficult to follow and the

trucks had it practically impassable in places.

Again a warning is given

against trying this with ordtnary cars in wet weather.
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The Elkberry Dan site was proposed for just downstream from the
mouth of Elkberry Creek, but no suitable axis was found there.
usable axis found was about

The only

mile downstream tram the mouth of Gold Creek

which enters the North Fork frost the west about 0.8 mile downstream. from

the mouth of 'lkberry Creek.

This site is at River Mile 36 to 36.3 aM is
The river is at elevation 1330 and a

a fairly good site for a high dam.
da

520 feet high to elevation 1850 would provide considerable storage

and develop the drop up river to the Pock Creek site.
The river is from LQ to 100 feet wide in the reach under con
aidoration, dropping about 5 feet from 1330 to 1325 in a series of three
falls or rapids,

ed rook shows at the waterts edge and in places in

the channel tbroughott the entire reach,

Three axes exist all abuting

on a rock mountain which forms the left abutent, while three opposing
ridges from the right malce the right abutments f or the individual axes.

The river is narrowest at the lower ext e, about to feet, and bed rock shows

up well in the stream but the right abut ent benches off quite law and
is not thought to be adequate for the dam desired.

The middle axis,

where the river is about 80 feet wide, has a better right abutment with
rock showing up to at least 250 feet and it is bolieved to continue to
above the elevation required.

The third axis, where the river is about

100 feet wide, shows good rock in the river and in both abutments to
higher than necessary.

There is no doubt that this site can be used, but

a survey will be required to determine the economical axis.

The da* will

be about 10 feet long at elevation 1850.
The left abutment has a. fairly uniform slope ranging from 32
to 38 degrees.

The right abutment is steeper in the lower portions and

benches of f at higher elevations.

There is a high saddle on the right

but it is too high to use for spiliway purposes.

The downstream portion

of the ridge forming the right abutment of the lower axis shows dirt in
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considerable quantities.

An old out made by a snow slide or old placer
from across the river it was

operation shows a taco about 20 rest high,

impossible to determine the extent or quality of the deposit.
This site shows some additions t

the uautil rook types and

All were

includes mica sohists, garnet schists, and talc sohist,

sound where observed and show relatively wide spaced joint systems an4
planes of schietocity.

The physical make-up of the site is veI7 similar

to the Big Island site with rock ledos on the river bank and deep pools
in the channel.

At the axis tentatively selected there was some in-

dication of a rock reef across the river.

Rook stripping would be about

the seme or slightly greater than at the aforementioned site.
Rock for rock fill can be
in the canyon.
channel.

ecursd by cuarrying at several places

Uravel in very limited quantities is available in the river

Nø deposits of any size were observed near the site.

sufficient quantity for a concrete dc

To get

it be secured

might require thi

at Bi. Island downstream or from the benches at the mouth of the Little
Clearwater upstream.
The reservoir formed by this dam will. back up th

North 1ork

for 33 miles and up the Little North Fork for 10 miles, and wifl contain
nearly 2,000,000 acre feet,

A few hunting and fishing cabins and deserted

miners' shacks are the only improvements in the reservoir.
on the Little North Fork and Larsons and Larkins oabin
are the only ones in use at this time.

Boehia cabin

on the North Fork

The Forest Service District Ranger

Station at Canyon and the 2 miles of road from the mouth of

;eaver Creek

to the station will, be inundated.

The Forest Service road from Elk River to Ueadcjuarters enters

the Little North Fork Valley about 3 miles above its mouth, drops down
river to the mouth, crosses the Little North Fork and proceeds up the
North Fork to near Bantam Creek, where it crosses the North Fork and
climbs out of the canyon to Bertha Ulli.

..80-

The reserir will effectively

.

.

block this road and require its revision.

Th. most probable location

would be to cross it on the darn and then climb back upstream and along
Elkberry Creek to * connection with the existing road.

the construction of some 20 miles of secondary road.

This wUl require
The reservoir is

heavily tiered throughout and the clearing itom would be large.

The

timber would be markotible as it is predominantly white pine.
The Elkberry Dam Site is very inaccessible.

either to the river or along it in this roach.

There is no trail

The reconnaissance party

got to it by way of the Bertha I.I1 road out of Headquarters.
smrnit of Bertha Bill a logging cnmpa1

Elkberry Creek (the road si

bear the

road takes off to the left down

and the natives call it

their camps S and T to Camp U. AU three camps are on

lmberry) through
lkborry Creek.

The logging company have been logging the ares and transporting their
logs to the North pork by flsne down Tlkber27 Creek and driving them
from there to the Lewiston mill,

Operations in the area have been sus-

pended during the war for lack of men and due to the fact that the logs

can only be driven during the high water season in the sing. The road
below Camp T to Camp U has been used only for logging purposes and it is
very steep,

Several windfalls had to be re*oved from across it to permit

us to pass,

The road is not surfaced at ali and is quite soft in pisces,

The watchman at Camp T warned us against the use of this road as be feared

we would nt be able to get back up the hill.
stop at the

He said that we had better

top of the hill't and walk from there.

! miles from the river,

He said that was about

We did not reeonje the "top of the hill0 when

we got there, as the whole road was so steep and we were part way down
before we realized we were on it, and there was no piace to turn around
so we continued to the bottom at the flume in Elkberry Creek where we
left the car,

Ye walked the flume walk to the river, about l

miles,

and then scrambled the shingle along the river a mile and a quarter to

..8l..
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the dam sfte.

If there is a trail to the old miner's shack at the mouth

of Gold Creek, we could find no evidence of it from our side of the river,
The return trip was started with some misgivings as we did not know far
sure that we could pull the hill.
and using all we had.

We did, but were down in compound sear

We topped the hill end in thi first saddle, where

it was perfectly flat, proceeded to mire down.

This road is no place

for an ordinary car during any condition of weather or road and travelers
are warned not to try it in 8edans or pickups without a compound gear'.

The Forks Sites located by the deparent report at River
Mile i0.7 about one mile down river from the mouth of the Little North
Fork.

No good axis exists in this reach of the river for either a high

or low dam.

A dam could be built at several points in the reach below

the mouth of the Littl

North Fork, but the river' is wide and the side

slopes quite moderate.

The river is from 300 to 500 feet wide, but

would have the advantage that bed rook is high and ribs øf it extend

entirely across the river in saeral locations.

Only a few places

show rock abutments,

The best apparent løcatton is at the upper end of the bend in
which the report placed the site.
the river elevation ta 1390.

This would be at River Mile 140.9 where

ere the right abutment is a rook ridge

extending into the river and about 2/3 the distance across the stream,
which is about 200 feet wide at that point.
and the water is blue and quiet.

The channel beyond is deep

It is probably about 140 feet deep,

Rook shows again it the opposite w*ter surface and it is believed to continue up in the rather moderate sloped hill that forms the left abutment.

The site would be usable for a dam up to about 200 feet in heiht, but
it would be costly as it would lengthen rapidly 'with increased height.
The storage ospaci t3r behind a low dam at this site would be quite small.

Looking upatram
background forms

t axis. Hill in
he left abutment.

Looking dowristoam at the axis.

'1

'-1

Looking downstreai at the axis.
Hill to the right forms the right
abutment.

Looking ipstre

from the axis.

.

I

This site is underlain by gneiss.s with some pegmatite dikes
and occasiona3. basic dikes as well as minor phases of Flkberry type schists.

The separation planes or bedding planes trend generally NT - SE and stand
from 15 degrees to nearly vertioal,

Some reversal of dip was noted and

it correctly observed indloates tight folding of the beds.
occurs at several

Ledge rock

oiuts in the river charnel upstream from the site,

bi1e foundation conditions are believed satisfactory for a dam 100 to

150 feet in height, the wide river aetion makes it not partieularl

attractive from a quantity standoint,

Large quantities of gravel are

found at the mouth of the Little worth Fork and in the North Fork itself
for nearly a mile upstream from the junction of the two streams,
The flawage problom would be the same for this site as at Elkberry
except that the flooding would not reach the Canyon Ranger Station and
the road there.

The district report anticipated a dam here to eleTation

1730 or 3LO feat hig).

The site CUd not appear to be good for that much

dam.

Rock

.11 materials are available near the site, earth till

materials are not present in larg. quantities but it is believed that
enough f or sealing or core could be secured by scalping the flat upstre

from the mouth of the Little North Fork along the north side of the Iorth
Fork.

This flat might provide a considerable quantity of gravel also

but there i

also the possibility that bed rock is high in the area,

reducing the apparent amount available,

will flood this site out,
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Looking down the N. Fk. from about
mile halow the confluence.

Looking downstrewn from the
mouth of the Little North Fork.
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Looking upstream at the mouth of
the Little North Fork. Pioture
looks up the valley of the Little
North Fork.

Looking up the North Fork Valley
across the mouth of the Little
North Fork.
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The Lost Pete Dam Site was placed by the department report at

River Mile 61.2 where the rher elevation is 1725.

This is about 1 mile

upstream from the end of the road at the Canyon Ranger Station.
is not too favorable as the ri

is about 250 feet wide here,

is 8hallaW and bed rock is visible raost of the way across.

abutment is a solid ledge rising

fr

The site
The river

The right

the waterts edge for about 100 feet

on about a 3,/14 to 1 slope where it eases off to about a 35 degree slope

and continues on up,

The left abutment is timbered with outcrops show-

ing through the timber occasionally,

The slope averages about 35 degrees.

The usual types of gneiss and schiat at this site are cut by

many penatite dikes.

Close proximity to a large granitic intrusive mass

to the east probably explaiva this feature,

One large dike of the material

was noted which cozaiued quartz, feldspar and biotite mica.
abutment is irregular and
30 feet of stripping.

ragged

The right

and would likely require a minimum of

The left abutment is timbered and ,l1ied and while

not examined on the ground it is not expected to be a great deal better.
A ledge of rock extends one third of the way across the river from the
left bank.

The rocks dip about 12 degrees and strike W

angle of about 45 degrees to the course of the river,

- SW or at an
The spur betweeu

the river and a small creek just below the site offers acme possibilities

for a spi1way,
The site is usable but would be expensive for a dam of any
height,

No construction materials are available othor than rock for

rock fill.

Sealing materials would probably have to come frost the flat

below the Canyon

anger Station, or hi c'h up on the south side of the river.

A small amount of gravel was observed in bars along the river and at the
mouth of Lost Pete Creek, but not anywhere near the amount required.
Lost Pete was proposed to be built to elevation 1857 or 132 f..t
high.

Elkberry to 150 would flood this site also.
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Looking downstream at loft abutment.

Looking earosa at timbered Ml?
forming left abutment.

3edrock outcrop & lower left abutment.

Looking

pstroam at right abutment.

I
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The reach of the canyon above L05t Pete Creek between River
i1ea 61J4 and 62,0 where the river elevation is 1735 to i7Lo offers
the possibility of a more economical darn,

The river is ah*ut 150 feet

wide on the average narrowing in places to about 125 feet.

Bed rook

show8 on both banks of the river and the bluffs extend up on the left at
about L2 degree average.
conditions are

The right abutment is timbered and slopes and

imi1ar to the lov,r Lost Pete axis,

Rock is the se

as below,

Just above the mouth of Upper Pwiu Creek is yet a better axis.

This is at River Mile 63.2 where the river is at elevaon 1760,
is a very good chance for a dan of any height.

This

The river is from 50 to

80 feet wide and bed rock shows all the way across.

Step gneiss and

schist bluffs form both abutments and average about b5 degrees on either
side,

3pil1ay chances exist on either side, through the ridge on the

right into Upper Twin Creek or through the ridge on the 1ft into the
creek draw entering there fr

the south,

The rook is the same as at the

other sites.
Constructiofl materials are scarce at all of these sites except

for rock which is plentiful everywhere.

Na earth or gravels in any quantity

were observed.

The reservoir above these sites is timbered and the clearing
item would be the largest ite* of the flowage costs..

The Forest Service

trail would be inundated in places and the Forest Service cabin
Creek would be covered,
area.

t Skull

There are no other improvements in the reservoir

--
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Looking downstream from just above
Lost Fete Creek, 4i1e 61.4,
N. Plc. Clearwator River.
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through

Npor Twin Creek site,
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The Rock Creek Dam Site is located in the canyon about midway
between quartz Creek and Rock Creek between
where the river is at elevation 1850.

iver Miles 68.7 and &3.9

U.S.G.S.

-enoh fark No. J.D. 50

set 193L4, ts zet in the reck just below the trail,

2085.176.

Its elevation is

The 20-mile b*rd of the trail mileage is also on this abutm-zit

and is a little upstream of the bench mark,

Fort laation purposes the

19.mile board is at the trail crossing of Rook Creek.
This site is a honey,
high torn both abutments.

The river Will average less than 100 Lest wide

running still and quite deep.
than L5 degrees.

Rock alifts, mostly gneiasic, 2000 feet

The side siopes will average some steeper

This site is good for

height, and it should be used

for a high dam.

The left abutment is a bare rock mountain from which what little
timber there was has been burned,

The right is pretty generally covered

with timber but at the point of the axa the bare rook grows only spare.
brush,

Vertical jointing, bedding or shearing planes show on the left

abutment about perpendicular to the stream

The same type of joints

show on the right abutment and are about pra1le1 to the course of Rook
Creek after it makes the bend,

xtensive excavation and grouting may be

required in thee joints.
Scaling would be reautred on both abutments, more on the right
than on the left, but bath cliffs appear to be souud,
At the upstream limits of the axis the shape of the canyon changes.
The river widens a little and the right abutment rises vertically for more
than 150 feet where it benches off to meet the

tam.
site,

enera1 slope of the moun-

The loft abutment i8 quite uniform throughout the length of the

.

Construction materials, other than rock, are lacking close to
the site.

io earth fill niaterta3.s were observed snywiiere in the vicinity.

gravel in large quantity is available in the flat that starts at the mouth
of Pock Creek and continues upstream for more than, a mile on the right
aide of the river.

Vhere thIs deposit is exposed in faces 20 to 30 feet

high along the river, it contsins a large peroentage of oversize that
would require crushing, but this may not be true over' the entire area.

The stripping of this area mi$tt provide core material or sealing material for a rock fill. dam, but there was no way available to determine the
quality or quantity of such material, as the flat is timbered. and covered

with forest debris.
No pictures were taken of this site, as the cauera toolc an

inopportune time to run out of film and the photographer found himself
in the embarrassing situation of bein,g 20 miles by trail from the reserve
supply which was in the car at l3ungalo Ranger Station.

The reservoir above this site is mainly in a burned off area.
Some patches of green timber that esoaped the fire still remain in sose
places.

The Forest Service t'afl, cabins at Flat and Snodden Creeks,

the District Ranger Station at ungalo end several miles of the road
above Thmgalo will be inundated by the pool formed by a high dam.

Draw-

down on this reservoir and on Elkberry, coupled with the other reservoir

possibilities, should go a long way toward the replacent of the Kooskia
pool.

In the 20 miles of river above the Fock Creek Site
more opportunities to build a high dam.
the slopes moderate generally.

here are no

The river canyon widens out and

Places exist where satisfaetory conditions

exist for one abutment, but invariably the opposite Izill fades away1
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Below ashington Creek at River

ile 77,5, where the department

report placed its next d, there is no satisfactory site.
from !00 to 500 feet wide and the slopes are
than II to one.

The river is

ery moderate, being flatter

The left abutment is a great rock mountain, mostly granite,

but with moderate slopes.
up 'with many draws.

The right abutment, also of granite, is cut

Both abutments show Jointing planes, sone quite large,

and a north and 8outh trendinr fault passes through the site,
A possibility exists for a low dam at Castle 3].uff at about

River Mile 83,

Here the river is aout 200 feet wide and the right abut-

ment rises vertically for about 100 feet.
erately and the rock looks quite broken.
not fit with the rest of the picture.

The left abutment slopes mod

A lom dam at this location doeS

This site is about

mile below

the end of the stub road down the river from Bungalo Ranger Station.
Oro Grande Creek, which enters the North Fork from the south
at Bungalo, River Mile $5, offers an. opportunity for a small power de-

veloment of its own.

The stream has a fairly large sustained flow and

additional regulation can be obtained.

A flow line 5 miles long would

develop some 600 feet of drop.

The only storage possibility seen in Orogrande Creek was in
the vicinity of the Orograude Camp grounds approximately 7 miles above
the mouth at the creek,

Two potential dam sites were noted, both in the

older metamorphic rocks 'w*iieh are near the Tungalo granitie mass.

Sae

storage would be afforded by an earth or rock fill dam 100 to iLo feet
high at about Mile t.5.

The creek bed here is about 150 feet wide and

there is some chance tar a epiliway over the right abutment,
ial

are indicated in the proposed reservoir area.

Jazz Creek at about Mile L.o.

Fill rnater

The lower site is near

The creek is only about 75 feet wide between

rock walls, but is 50 test lower in elevation (aneroid reading) than the
upper site.

It is probable that a darn this far away from the reservoir

in

ity of Bungalo_Rarer Station

Granite spires - looking up Pack
Creek from below 3ungalo Ranger Station.

ileadwaters of Weitas Creek,

view past Liz Butte from Lob
Chateau Range on the
Trail.
skyliic.

I

.

Severa]. excellent straight

area would have to be too high to be eccruaica1.

ranitic rock in the lower two miles of

diver sion sites were notd in the

the creek which drops -over 300 feet,

Just upstream of Sprae Creek, at about Mile 86.9 there is a
good possibility for a power drop of about 100 feet.

abutment, but not so

ood on the right.

opposing the cliffs in the left abwbuent,

lon

It has a good left

low ridge runs out here

This ridge offers spiliway

and penstok possibilities through it,
About four miles upstream from 3unRa10 and just below the mouth
of' Weitas Creek) at Piver Mile 89.1, there is a chance for a fairly high
dam.
foi

The river is about 100 feet wide at this site.
both abutments,

ottiug

ranite cliffs

Both sides rise on about 3- to 1 for about 6o feet,

then on about 1 on 1 for 150 feet and then continue up at about a 35 degree slope4

The Weitas Creek Site is located in the T3ungalo granite near

its eastern margin and while not especially attractive topographically,
the foundations and abutmeits appear adequate for a concrete dam.

There

is some indication of a structural weakness along ieitae Creek which is
continued northward up the tributary creek on that side.

This should be

investigated thoroughly before the site is further considered.
Storage in a reservoir back of this dam would be obtaiued in
itas Creek Canyon as well as in the north Fork.

with the diversion of the Lochsa fr

It would interfere

Lost Creek if made too high, al-

thowh a mile or so more tunnel could discharge the Lochea water below
the dam through a power drop of its own.

The road would be the only flowage problem, there being no
other improvements above the site,

The reservoir area

big burn, se of which has been replanted.

enera11y is a

Wettas Creek Dn Site -

i1e 89.4

N0 Fk. Clearwator Uver

Looking downtreein from mouth of
?eitas Creek through axis.

Looking up the Weitas Creek Valley.

Structures in tho forround are
all temporary elk hunters' eamps.
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covered brush a support to surface the at present Is disintegration 1nough
present. were achiats and gneisses of type general same the that noted

was it and passing in casually only examined was site This
also. gravel of amount large a supply can flat this that believed is It
Creek. Kelly of mouth the and site dam the between flat the fro* or north
the to hills the from fills rook or earth for available are Materials

abutments. both in visible is Rock

slope. degree 38 a about at rise

slopes side abutment the and wide feet 300 to 250 from is here river The

height. in feet 300 about to

d a for exists site good a 102.8, Mile

- Forks. Kelly
about at Creek Kelly of mouth the below Just
site. able

favor most the select and area immediate this of details structoral the

out work to necessary be Will Investigation Considerable

ideal. from far

be to expected is rook the and covered debris generally are slopes The

abutment. one of saddles and/or spurs the of height the by limited be

would These

present. are spiliways abutment with dams fill rook or earth

for possibilities several although Creeks, July of Fourth and Fisher of

vicinity the in noted were sites outstanding No

steM

angles, steep fairly at

generally which roeks metamorphic complex the in cutttng again is

Fork North the Creek Kelly to Creek Weitas of vicinity the From
area, this in available

be to believed are fills earth for Materials

slides. big of remnants

being of indications some have they as north the to hills the of stability
the to as doubt some is There

long. quite be would they but area, the

in anywhere most built be could dams Low

with wide quite generally s

abuteuts. for hills moderate

river the and area this in exist sites good

field. the in determined not was 92, or 91 Mile of vicinity the in

No

somewhere report department the by set Site, Creek Fisher The

.

Kelly Creek Forhs - Yile 103.5, N. Fk. C1enrwter Liver

Ctuyon below junction of
Kelly Creek & N. Fk.

Clerwatr iiver, showing
streai and hills to the
south.

Ssne area as aiovo showing
river & hills to the north.

Looking dowi8tream in
the valley of the 1Iorth
Fork just above the confluence with Kelly Creek.
Kelly Creek is in the
canyon over the ridge in
the left foreground,

soil in most places. Fairly good although jointed rook

bows up in the

road cuts.
Storage could

be

secured in both the Cloarwater and Kelly Creek

canyons from this site and with Kelly Creek used for cyclic storage, this

sit. might serve for regulation of the North Fork, The roads, both along
the Ciearwater and the 5-mile stub up Kelly Creek, make the only flowage
problem.

There is a Forest Scr,tce cabin nd camp ground at the mouth of

Kelly Creek.
Just above th.o mouth of Kelly Creek the Clearwater and Kelly

Creek both break out of narrow rock canyons upon the wide flat below.

The possibility exists that dams could be built in both of these canyons
cheaper than the one darn beláw, A tunnel through the narrow ridge be-

tween would permit the storage of water from either stream in the canyon

of the other. Penstoek, spill*ay and power house possibilities are much
better here than below, but higher dams would be required to obtain equi

valent storage, as the canyons are narrow and gradients quite steep.
The North Fork of the Clearwater above Kelly Creek Forks runs

through what is called the Black Canyon. Generally the river is a

tumbling torrent, there being many falls and rapids. Th. canyon is
narrow and quite precipitous, the rook walls narrowing in many places

to offer darn sites. No attempt was made to determine locations of the
power drops that may be desirable in this stretch, although many axes
were seen where they could be placed.

Between the mouth of Kelly raek and the Cedars Ranger Station
the geology changes from the granitic rocks to recognizable sedimentary
types.

Most of thes. belong to the Belt Series and consist of sandstones,

quartzites, argillites

and impure limestones.

also reported in this general area,

where

Some Paleozoic rocks are

observed elsewhere

in Idaho

and in western Montana, the Belt rooks are satisfactory for foundations
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for dams and appurtenant structures. Data for this particular section

of the river were taken "in transit"

and as a result are rather

sketchy.

At the Cedara,whioh is at the urper end of the canyon, the

valley widens and flattens end several tributary orees enter, offering
an opportunity for regulatory storage. A dam at the entrance to the
canyon about 1140 feet high to elevation 1000 would store some 100,000

acre feet, which

Will

probably be enough to regulate the flow through

the canyon.

The reservoir is densely timbered, mainly white pine and cedars
which would be marketable,

The flowage problem would be the road and the

inundation of the Cedars Ranger Station. The road stays in the narrow

canyon all the way through the canyon, so that it

will be in trouble at

all the power drops.

Kellye* Stora

Site.

Kelly Creek for the first

8 or9

miles above its mouth runs through a narrow ribbed canyon with a steep

gradient. iew tributary creeks enter in this reach. Above this point the

stream gradient flattens and the many tributaries enter like a big fan

trcm all directions. This condition offers a

posetbility for storage

that is most unusual in a mountainous country. A dam to elevation 3800

below the junction of these tributaries would store some l million acre
feet.

The country is an area of

hsa'uy snow fall but as the area drained

is only about 300 square miles, it will probably take about 3 years to

till.

It is an excellent opr.:ornity for cyclic storage at a high ele-

vation where it may be very valuable, and should be considered as such.

The dam site for this reservoir will be in the entranc, to the
canyon from 1 to 2 miles below Kelly Creek Ranger Station.

Here sev-

eral axes exist. The first one where the rtver is narrowest and highest
is believed to be not usable as the right abutment appears to be a big
slide.
-92-
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Kelly Creek

on Kelly Creek 10

i1cs above Forks

Looking downstres at
entrance to canyon.
Axis No. 1 shows in this
picture. Ridge showing
in middle distance is left
abutment for Axis No. 2.
Ridge showing in the right
distance is the loft abutment of Axis No. 3.

Looking down into Kelly
Creek canyon 'rom high
up on left abutment of
Axis No. 1. Axis No. 2
18 ot the point where
trail rounds the bend
out of sight.

Kelly Creek canyon from
higher up on left abutment of Axis No. 1, showing axis No. 2 and the
left abutments of Axes
No. 3 and 4.

.

The second and third axes, located about

mile apart in the

bend below the elide, abut on good rook cliffs with about Lo degree side
The stream at the lower of the two is about 200 f.,t wide with

slopes.

the abut*.nts rising fairly uniformly.

At the upper, the river is some

wider and the abutwente more preoipituous for the first 150 feet, where
they join the general slopes above.

The fourth axis, about 21 miles below the Ranger Station, is
not as good as 2 or

3,

acre the river is about 250 feet wide with about

the same slopes as above,

The rook abutments hold throughout.

The river

at the lower axis is from 30 to 50 f.t lower in elevation than at the
upper axes, where the river is somewhere near elevation 3300.

This is

an aneroid elevation as the river survey did not continue above the mouth
of Kelly Creek.

The geological conditions at the several axes were examined.

The prospective axis No. 1 appeared very favorable topographically, but
no rock outcrops were seen along the trail on the right abutment,

A

probable landslide area on this abutment was later verified from the
viewpoint on the road across the creek.

The high bluff on the left bank

apparently has beón oversteepcned as a result of the river being crowded
against it by the landslide.

This slide is quite extensive upstream from

the "site" and extends well up on the iountain side.

letter possibilities

exist in the next ij miles of canyon, where more stable conditions are
apparent,

The rocks at the uppermost axis are rather thinly "bedded",

constit of an unusual amount of mica schist which dips from 30 to LL5 degroes.

Considerable rook is exposed on both w1ls of the csnpon further

downstream and is predominantly gneissio and therefore more massive.
Stripping requirements of rook would be. expected to be negligible at

river level and to increase at tie rate of one to one and one halt test
per 10 feet of height of dam.

No great depth of overburden is indicated
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cel1y Creek Cenyon from road to
ast Saddle. Taken from Elev.

Relly Creek Canyon from road to
East Saddle. Taken from Ele.

5900.

4300.

I-.

0

I

Looking upstream into rsorvoir
area from high up on left abutmerit at Axis No. 1.

Looking upstream into reervojr
ares from o. 1 Axis.
1hite building in middle distance is Kelly
Ranger S tati cm

-

1

0

in the river bed.

These lower axes appear beat suited to a concrete darn

for which at least part of the aggregate is avMlable in the reservoir
area.

Rook and gravel exiet in large quantities near the site.

Rock

can be secured anywhere in the canyon and gravels from the reservoir
basin above the upper axis.
far as the ranger station,

This flat shows nothing but gravel up as
Earth Liii materials niay be secured from the

higher country to the east with a 3 or t mile haul.
The reservoir area is the canyons of same 8 or 10 of the joining creeks.

Generally the country is a burn that has been replanted, but

there are some patches of green timber.

)ining operations have been con

duoted on some of the creeks and there is one operation on Independence
Creek that has only been suspended for the duration.
operation of some magnitude,

This is a placer

The only road in the area crosses into the

Basin from the North Fork at Cedars Ranger Station by way of C'zier Ridge
and Independence Creek.

It enters the reservoir on this creek, continues

on downetrewn, crosses Kelly Creek at the Ranger Station and climbs out
of the reservoir up through East Saddle.

it then drops back into an arm

of the reservoir on Cayuse Creek, follows it downstream to the mouth of
Toboggan Creek, which

t turns up aad folows out of the reservoir area.

it WUl take a major revision to replace this road, as the reservoir arms
go so many directions.

The !(elly Ranger Station arid the mine buildings

on Independence Creek will be the only buildings inundated by the pool.
There is also a Forest Service landing field on Cayuse Creek that will
be in the pool.
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Tributary Areas to Kelly Creek Reservoir

Headwaters of Kelly
Creek from road to
East Saddle,

Looking down Cayuse Creek
from Toboggan Ridge, shlug glaciated valley. This
is above the reservoir area.

uttes and
East Saddle from Toboggan
Ridge. Area drained by
Toboggan and Cayuse Creeks.
}!oose Creek

I

.

R1CREATIONALI FACILITIES IN THE BASIN

çm_gounds.
The Forest 5evjco has long rsconied the value of the basin
as a mecca for nature lovers, fishermen and hunters and has established
many improved tamp rrounds throughout the area wherever road access can
be had, and also many in places that only pack strings or foot travelers
can occupy.
go.

Unimproved camp sites are available almost auywhere the roads

The elk hunters were occupying nost of those at the tine of our re-

connaissance, and at many places packers estab1jhed hunting camps, with
sometimes as many as 40 pack horses1 which were available for anyone,
for a price, to pack out their kills,

Hunting lod

For those who want more comforts and less trouble several rather
pretentious hunting lodges have been privately established.

Boehis cabin

on the Little iorth Fork and the lodge near the Powell Ranger Station on
the Loobsa are two of these,

Dude ranches furnish these comforts on the

Upper Seiway in whtoh area there are several, the most popular being
Renshaws ranch on the Seiway at Ditch Creek and the one on Moose Creek
about 3 miles upstream from its mouth.

There are two more on the Selway

between Running Creek and Bear Creek and one on the upper reaches of
Bear Creek,

All of these dude ranches are reached by plane, most of them

having small landing fields as part of their facilities or are close
enough to a field to use its facilittea.

At most of these lodges and ranches

the "hunter" may do as little as be pleases as the guides, if requested,
will kill, butcher, pack and deliver, and the "hunter" need only be there
with a hunting liceuse

..

I

Fish and wild life,

I11 the streas in the basin abound With trout of many varieties.
sport fishing is good most any place,

The cutthroat is the most comnion,

even when the streams are aeeea&ible to roads.
where only trails or no trails at

Back in the hinterlands

fl exist, the fishing approaches the

realm of the legendary.

The reconnaisSance party caught their supper one evening out of
Paradise Creek in. about 15 minutes with a 10-foot piec. of line and a

battered rusty Royal Coachman fly on an 8-foot piece of brush,

The con-

centration of fish at some places

tremendous; they blackened the

whole bottom of some of the r,00ls.

Trout were observed to well over 2

feet in length; they would probably weigh six pounds or more.

1iratory fish, sa1mon
use the streams in the basin.

steelhead and sea run cuttliroats, also

For several years the dam above Lewiston

had these fish blocked out, but five or six years a.o somethiu was done
to the fishways and the runs resumed.

The rangers at Kelly Creek on the

!orth york say that the salmon runs have been increasing fr the last four
years.

su.estiou has been made that the Clearwater Beam

for fish propagation and not otherwise developed.
as the fIsh ;ro'olem will have to be

be reserved

This will be unnecessary

olved for the Columbia and Lowez'

Snake if these igratory fish ever succeed in getting to the Clearwater.
If they can be passed over the series of dams in the Columbia and the four
dams recommended for the Lower Snake, then. they can be passed over any

dame built on the Clearwater to reach their spawning grounds in the tributaries,
The area abounds 'with game birds an

animals.

Ducks, mostly

a11 ducks, use the waters during their migratory flights and the woods
are teeming with grouse.

It is a happy hunting ground for deer, elk an.d
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bear and there are some goats and mountain sheep in the Salmon Mountain

country and beadwaters of the Selm&y and a fw moose scattered around.
same refuges have been established on a large area of the Salmon River
siope of the

almou Mountatn range and on a large area on the north side

of the Seiway Piver In th

vicinity of Loose Creek.

The Seiway River

refuge was open for e. special hunt this fail as the concentration of
game was becoming too great for the forage available.

The party dur

ing their travels saw it1. elk and several deer.

Predatory anImals and fur bearers also are numerous.

Many

cougar are killed there every year and coyote and bobcat signs were seen
in many places.
in the basin,

f3eavcr darns and cuttings were observed at many places

In the early days the fur taking was an important industry

in the area, but in more recent years the fur bearers hue been protected
and the take limited.
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IIUMAR INTEREST ITEMS

The following paragraphs, although they offer little toward the
hydraulic development of the region

iich t

the purpose of this re

comlaissance report, will add. aonewhat to the bac ground of the country
that the nroject will develop.

The area is rich in historical lore, tarng with the exploration by Lewis and Clark in l6.5.
Sacajawea,

This ptrty, guided by the Indian woman,

crossed out of the Seixaon Eer Canyon below what is now

SaLmon City, skirted the headwaters of the

Lochsa Canyon

t lowell ran.er Station.

elway azd dropped into the.

They follwd down the Lochsa

about L miles only to Wendover Ride which they followed up out of the
canyon tø the north to the divide between th

Loehsa and the North Fork.

This they followed westward to the Clearwater near Orofio, fr

where

they- followed the Clearwater to the present site of Lewiston on the Snake.

This rjdpe was the site of the old Lob

Indian Trail and Le the site of

the present forest read called the Xbo Trail.
commemorative markers designating camp

On it ha

rounds and other

been plaoe4
oint

of in-

terest of that famous expedition.
The Nez Peree Indian Trail, almost as famous as the Lob
also crosses the basin,

It entered from the Moutan

Trail,

3ide, probably com-

ing down leer Creek to the Seiway- and up the canyon of the Little Clear-

water to reach the Selmon Wountajn ridge.

Thra route was used quite ex-

tensively by miners and traders in the early days and many tales are told
of banditry and murders along its route.

Magruder Creek, Motmtain and

Camp Ground are all named for a trader out of Lewt ston by the name of
Magruder, who was murdered near the iiouth of the Little Clearwater for

his pack string and the proceeds of his pack trip to Virginia City.
A plaque on a tree along this old trail identifies the place.

'tI
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Indian Post Office

Road Conditions above
Elev. 6000
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LEWIS AND CLARK
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WET AND COLD AFTER A FALL

SNOWSTORM THE PARTY
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The Nez Perce Indian wars and the caspaign of Chief Joseph added

to the co1orfl history with the Battle of 1amiab and the chase of Chief
Joseph that finally

ended with his capitulation in Montana. The area ba

gradually settled with the enoroaohment coming from the west. The cowing
of

the

roade end railroads,

mining and lQmbering activities, alorg with the

agriculture in the western valleys have caused a steady pace of s1tlement
in the western portion. The eastern ortiôn of the basin remained in

its primitive state until the CCC moveent in
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began to open up roads

into the interior, and it is yet in its primitive state except for the
Forest service installations, but many people now travel its roeds who

would not h:ve attempted the few trails that passed through the uninhabited

country,

The country still has it oolorful stories of more recent origin

and events as colorful are still

;ak1ng place.

The log drives on the

North rork from Elkberry Creek to Lewiston thicb were an annual spring

affair, until var tine demand for loge made this

method too slow, furnish

many excitin and amusing tales.
*

*

*

*

*

The area is dotted with interesting characters. I

strained to give a brief story of "The guy called
name.

J08".

an

con-

Joe isnt his

he is a Jogo-Slavian with a coxizloineration of cononanta and vowels

that no one can jironounee and when pronounced do not sound like "Joe"

says his name is so the ?orest Service men call him Joe

Ie is a dark

complexioned guy probably in his early 60's, bicç, burley and husky and

certainly enjoying good health. In his younger days Joe served in the
Jugo-lav army and at least one hitch in the German army, During this time

be was a drill master at a cerman school where military training was not

only required but lived, Ihj1e he was aervin here one of the pupils was
Adolph

chickelgrubber (yes, cur friend hitler). Joe says he was impossible

I

even in these days and was always in trouble.
night drunk and Joe had to

snhandle him to get him quIet and to bed.

Joe says if he had known what trouble the

have "un his neck".

He came to the barracks one

.uy was going to cause he would

When asked, Joe says that Adolph was neither a

paper hancrer nor a :ainter, in fact that he never did anything 0ecept
raise hell",
they wei

He says he knew Adolph's father, brother and sister and that

all "flue fOlk8".

The father he said was "a land owners', which

is evidently a. means of li'.ihood in that country too.
,JDe finally got all he could stand of the European system and

wanted to come to the Unitcd States, but they wouldutt let him so he
finally smu cled himself out through Holland and came to the United States.
He had

ii6

he

he landed.

h

first went to Chicago, didn't like it,

and came on west.
lie took up prospecting and finally, several years ago, located a

claim on the headwaters of Independence Creek, near the suriait of Osler

Ride, some l

miles north of Kelly Ranger Staon,

now, but there was none there then.
includin

Ha told of

a stove, in on his back from the

his mine.

It 1s near the road

c.ckln

grub and supplies,

ontana side, and wintering at

He still winters at the mine, but he has a road now.

How many

years he has been there before the road came I could not make out from his
broken English, but it was several,
all winter.

He told of one where he was sick nearly

Said he got along all right, but nearly ran out of wood.

ven with the road he is closed off from Noumber to June each
year as the snow gets many feet deep in that area and the Forest Service,

who built the road and maIntain it, vacate their installations in Novber
and do not open the roads again until May or June.
Joe now works for the Forest Service as trail man, lookout or
anything, during the stunnwrs.He was cook et Kelly Ranger Station when we

met him.

He says he is "no cook., but when they tell him he is cook, he
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cook.

Vhen anybody Complain then that guy's cook,'

and didn't complain.

We ate his cooking

Joe takes the money he earns from the Forest Service

*ud buys grub and supplies for another winter at the mine.
good.

I hit her some day.'

rOki sure, she

Its the ssrne hope eternal that settled the

west.
Joe was wintering at the mine when came rearl i-arbor.

e didn't

find out until the next June, mhen the first of the Forest Service men
came in,

They told him about it and about the registration and how every-

body nuist register.

Joe, already some O days late, takes snow shoes and

hikes 6L miles Into Wallace to register.

ho do you know that would do

that?

Joe has a penchant for strange pets
calf staggered to his cabin nearly detd,
dently happened to its mother,

Some years ago an elk

Something tragic had evi-

Joe doctored her up and raised her on

canned milk and, later, on whatever he had and she became a regular house
pet and shared Joe's cabin until she got too big to get into it any sore
and then she hung around it like a tsme cow,

The following sunnuer she

left him and was gone all fall and winter, but the next spring she showed
up with a new born calf which ahe buttcd into the cibiu for Joe to get
acquainted

th,

Jce now had two pets*

be said that-this cow brought

each of her ±.rst four calves to the cbin and that the first of these
calves also brought their progeny until he had a herd of elk around the
cabin all the time4

Since he has been away working summers in. late years

the elk dontt stay around as much as they did, but he says he still sees
them sometimes.

At the Kelly station last spring someone picked up an elk calf
that had been injured si.d brought her in to Joe,

Joe doctored her up and

she is new about half grown and really rules the cemp.
sz

Some strangers

doesn't like she mistreats terribly, cicking, string and biting.
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e fortunately belonged to the latter

Others she pays no attention, to.
class.

Joe, as do all the others at Kelly, sleeps upstairs over the

Ranger Station office,

They hare to bairieade the stairs, which

o up

on the outside of the building, to keep the elk from joining Joe upstairs.
be still feeds her a mixture of milk and cereals in a water bucket and
this is quite a sight, as the elk takes it in an all-out plunge.

Joe

braces himself against the cain, makes the elk put her head under his arm
while he holds the bucket with both hands.

As the elk sticks her nose

into the bucket and lunges, Joe rides her to the ground, holding the
bucket as best he can.

The elk comes to rest on her knees with her head

buried to above the eyes in the milk,

Alter that Joe can let go as th

elk never comes up for air until the bucket is empty.

l3oth Joe and the

elk were pretty thoroughly 'whitewashed by the time the wrestling match

was over, the time we saw him feed her,

Joes folks, mother, father and some brothers and sisters, were
still in Juoslavia the last he heard, which was some L years ago, bofore
the Germans overran their country,

Ie doesnt know, of course, but ho

thinks they are all dead now- as they ?:elongod to the class that the Germans

didn't like and his father and brothers -were all i

the Jugoslav army.

Joe is back at his mine now, probably the only person in the district,
holed up -with the sub;. getting deeper each day and no prospects of seeing

another human being until the snow melts next June
*

*

*

Then, there is the story of the Ridge Runner.

ie heard rumors

of several of these at different places on the trip, but the one told
by the Ranger at Bungalo is typical.

Just when this man entered the forest

is not known, but for some time Forest Serwice cabius hare been broken
into and supplies taken,

There ha-ye been several organized hunts put out

to capture him, but these nevor find him.
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Two of the Forest Service
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peekers surprised him one day in Flat Creek cabin.

22 rifle and the packers were unarmed.

as was armed with a

They maneuvered around and one

of them finally got the gun and for a little while they had him captured,

but be got his un back and got away due to the fact that the packers
couldn't keep him prisoner and handLe their pack strings also.
They said he was a medium sized blond man of rather indeterminate
age.

They couldn't tell whether he was crazy or not, as ho talked Very

little end his actions were only such as any caged animal would go through
in looking for a chance to escape.
There are a lot of surmises as to why this men took to the wild1

they range all the way fr

draft dodging to escaped murderor

the ranger duits the latter a

although

the runner did not attempt to harm his

temporary captors at Flat Creek.

of a "man wanted" that answers

The civil authorities have no record
his description.

c is still ranging the country up there and will be picked up
on a charge of "trespassing on Government property" if he can be again
captured,

They expect he will winter in one or more of the many Forest

Service cabins in the area, but they won't know which one until the country

opens up &in next June and they find their supplies gone,
*

*

*

*

*

Of course such a country has its full quota of bear stories and
cougar stories ranging from the tragic, through the humorous, to the fantastic the saoe as all other western areas.
his larder raided by a bear a week before ve
stolen.

The caretaker at Camp T had
ere there and all his butter

The Ear Creek Ranger $tation was Leing systemattoally worked

on by a bear that Rner Bob Ienderson "feared be would have to kill or
he would tear the place down after they vacated shout November 15",
This bear had taken to coming tuto the station about dusk each evening
and eating anything left where he could get it, even breaking into the
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cooler on the bs*k porch,

The bear would start with the garbage pail

which sat near the corner of the shed same 30 feet from the back poroh,

scatter its couents all oer the yard, eat what he wanted of it and pro
osed from thtre,
Henderson had three

astern kids stationed there,

They ware

cofl8cientious objectors who had taken up parachute jumping in the fire

fighting brigade to substitute for their not serving in the Armed Forces.
flu

say it isn't cowardice that kept these boys out of the Armed Forces

as the Army would be a pink tea conpared to bailing out of a plane in the
area they 'were patrolling,

They had jumped to 12 fires during the sumner

and told of hooking up on snags, dangling on the face of a cliff, and
jumping at a Iske at night and none of them able to swim when loaded with
their equipment.

They were supposed to lend in the edge of the lake when

it 'was so black they couldn't even see the lake.

These boys, with Tienrerson, decided the best

y to get rid

of the bear was to scare him off and they laid a plan to rope him as he
came down to the garbage can.

They stationed themselves around the shed

with lariats and waited for the bear to appear.

He did, and as he reared

up to the garbage can the ropes dropped around him,

Only one held, one

had him by the front foot for a riatter of moments, when the bear took off
around the shed where Henderson had stationed himself.

He rnocked

ienderson over and draged the kid for a ways until the rope slipped off

the boar's root and he scampered aok up the hill.

would have done with hL if the rope had held
bear.

I wonder what they

No, it didn't bother the

Re was back again the next night when Henderson made the remark

that he probably would have to kill it t
*

*

*

io1

stop its depredations.
*

*

.

.

Ruff and I had our ments of minor drama also.

On the Salmon

Mouni*in road out of J1k City, somewhere near the top of the world the
oar ceased to function.

Many, many miles back we had passed the last

sign of active civilization, a Foreet Service road camp, some 10 or 12
miles out from Red River iianger Station.

We had just caught a glimpse of

our first band of elk and stopped to look at tie, but they had moved off,
W. started on again and were climbing a iretty steep grade when the car
lost its power, coughed a couple ci' times and quit.

hlsither of us knew

much about the workings of these Army type yehicles, arid both of us had
'visions of this being "the end of the trail".

One glance at the country

told us this was an exceedingly poor place to pick for a camp ground,

The mountain was steep both above and below us, the only smoothed off
place was the roadway some 18 or 20 feet wide, and it sloping on about
a 10 percent grade.

There

ere snow patches all around and ice in the

road and it was gettin along 1ate' in the afternoon,
the car the wind really cut,

hhen we got out of

I don't know what expressions were on n

face, hut Ruff's expressions would surely have made a picture.
we started with the carburetor, io gas.
of mud.

Well,

The sediment bulb was half full

ie cleaned that out, but we couldn't find any screens or filter,

and still the gas wouldn't flow. We examined the fuel piip, which seemed
OK except that there was no gas,

On the back of the dash board under the

hood there was a strange shaped piece of equipment that had two pipes
entering from one side and two leaving from the other.

Neither of us

knew what it was, but the gas lines were attached to it so we unhooked
it and took it out and dissembled it.
was practically full of mud,

aain.

It was the long lost filter and

e cleaned it out and put it hack and tried

The enue started, but with no power and soon stopped again.

We finally found a plug in the

as line at the tank which cured the trouble

and we got going again, but way off our schedule,
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We had expected to
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make Paradise Lener Station that night, but just at dark we "discovered"
Iorse heaven

Cbin, locked, but with a window that would slide,

We moved

in and spent the night. It was up around 8000 feet in elevation and

froze hard that night. It wouldn't have been a good night to sleep out
on the "lonesome road".
*

*

*

*

*

Then there was the episode on the Pikberry Creek road below
Camp T.

Pc had gone down this roads after the oareaker at Camp T had

told us we had better not as it was so steep that when it was dry "the
logging truflks had had to be towed out with taotora",

.e got

on to the

bill before we realized it and there was no place to turn around until
we got to the bottom. e got there, did our business and puPed the bill

out O. The command car was clear down in comund gear and all four
wheels driving, It did a beautiful job pullin the hill and when we
topped the bill Puff, who was

driving1

heaved a sigh of relief and

shifted into the upper gears, he coasted down a little drop into a
saddle where there was a puddle only

incIes deep

and some 20 feet across.

The momentum of the oar wouldn't carry it through and Rut t shifted gears

in the middle of it, When the power went on again
clear down,, both axles and the gas tank flat

the car just settled,

in the mud

and the wheels

doing nothing but sinning

Again it -was late in the day, and it we had to stai out at least
there was

flat spot to stay on.

e were at about a 2500-foot elevation

and there was no snow but everything was wet.

couwtry was the ol3 caretaker at Caap T about

The only person in the
5

4les ahead and the nearest

piece of equipment that could pull us out would be at iloadguarters some
£

mountain miles away.

I expect that our faces again would have made a

study in expressions.
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e first ditched the hole and drained the water off over the
mountain side.

The pround was so soft that jacks could not be used ever

if there had been some place to set them

Back on the Lochsa, above the

end of the 4.P.A. road Ruff had found a couple of coils
that the

of 1 inch rope

J',A. men had cached in the rocks rather than carry them ut

Ruff thinkin, they might come in handy had loaded himself up with them
and sweated

is way back to the car

eettainly needed thea now.

Be must have been psychic as we

We tied the ends through the opezins in the

wheel flanges of the two front wheels and then ahead to trees on either side
as tihtly as possible, put the car into 14-wheel drive and gave her the
gun.

he iaoved ahead one diameter of the wheels and started to raise her-

self out of the mud

The ropes were again tightened and another diameter.

gained which was enouh as she clawed herself out after tha.
e made it back to Camp T before dark where we begged acconano-

datiens far the rdght,
*

*

*

*

*

'ehn we had covered the 56-milo section of the
between iaradise and

elway River

elway F..11s where there are no roads, we both walked

to 3ear Creek where we stayed the night and then separated,

Ruff was to

hike tack to Parudise and drive around to Selway Falls to meet me, and
I was to walk the river to the Falls,
first day and spent the night there,

Ruff made it back to Paradise the
I made 22 miles down the river and

spent the nirht at Three Links Cabin on Three Links.Creek, 10 miles below

oose (reek.

huff drove to

elway Falls the next day, while I aalked

out,

é etpected to use about the SftTflS procedure on the 30-mile

stretch of river on the north Fork between Canyon and Bungalo Ranger
Stations.

te. arrived at Canyon in the late afternoon, introduced our-

selves and beg:ed accomnodatjons for the night

They tok us in

for. the evening poker se as wee. as rood and lodging.
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During the

I

eyenin

i.anger Lewis learned of our plan to walk the trail to ungalo

and he said I should have a horse.

I told him that I. didnt want to

be bothered With a horse and that 30 miles on foot didn't bother me at
all.

Later on he brought it up again, this time as a favor to him would

I take this horse throuh to Bun;alo as he didnt have enough feed at
Canyon for all the stock and besides all of the stock was to be moved to
Pungalo in about 10 days and he had too many horses for the riders available, and as a "special favor to him would I take this horse through for
him?"

I told him as long as he put it that way I'd take it through but

I still would rather walk.

ife said I would have to take horse feed along

as the Balfway Cabin at Flat Creek

s not stocked with feed but that a

couple of feeds of oats would do and Pd have to keep the horse tied up
over night "but that

hurt him for only one night".

The next morning they produced the horse with two feeds of oats
tied behind the saddle, but I didn't see any rope or nose bag,
said that except for horse feed the cabiu was entirely
posed the rope and nose bag would be at the cabin.

They had

tooked so I sup

Blithely I started off

but I soon found out that the horse, not I, was in command of the reconnaissance.

If he wanted to stop and browse, he did and he chose his awn

pace and time to travel,

If I allowed my attention to wander away fro*

the horse and his antics

he would instantly become scared of a grass-

hopper or a rustling stem of grass and bolts

If I stopped him to look

at the features of the canyon, he would decide to turn around and head
back for Canyon.

By the time we got to Lost Pete Dam Site3 I had learned that
I'd have to get off and tie him whenever I wanted to look anything over
or take a picture.

Once, when everything had been going

toothly for

sometime, I undertook to change position in the saddle to ease the wear
and tear on niusoles that hadn't been used that way in some 30 years.

He caught me with a foot out of the stirrup and quicker than a flash be
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swapped ends in the trail and took about a half dozen buok jumps back down
the trail.

He didn't get me oft but he had me Upulling leather" in a

big 'way.

This horse seemed to be unusually adept at doing the unexpected.

At several places the trail was blocked by windfalls which require& de-

tours either up the hill or down to iet around th, The horse couldn't
be ridden off the trail.

He just wouldntt go, and when I'd

;et insistent

he would just start to dance, butI could get off and lead iiiit anywhere
without trouble, vthioh I had to do.

Late in the afternoon a eoyote came

scrambling down the hill to the trail sme 25 or 30 feet ahead of the
horse.

Then I did expect the fireworks to start but the horse just pointed

his cars at the coyote, walked a few steps ahead and stopptd, looking at
the coyote which had also stopped 25 or 30 yards ahead.

I had a 22 re

volver and after wonderino what the horse would do if I shot
I decided to find out.

I did,

ff of him,

The first shot hit the coyote through the

shoulders, the second hit the hillside somewhere, the tIII.. d God only knows,

for by that time the horse was standinp; straight up on hi
I

as too busy to

e

hind legs and

herc either the shot or the coyote went1

aybe

100 yards back down the grail i got the situation under control again
and went hack tø see if I could find the coyote.

I eou1dnt as the brush

was thick at both sides of the trail and I didn't know what direction he
had taken,

go had been

from this I decided the horse was gun shy, but he wasn't.
iokin

up grouse all day and as the afternoon wore along

I thouht one of them might

o good for supper.

One of them obligLngly

fluttered off the trail into a tree just a few feet away.

1 unloaded

from the horse this time and got 'in front of him, had a good hold on the

reins and cut loose expecting the horse to break and jerk me around sa
what.

e never moved a musole,

I shot twice more and still he didn't

409..
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I

move, but the bird did.

I don't know if it was the horse or just bad

shooting; anyway there was no meat for the table that night.
Flat Creek cabin is

typical Forest Service cabin, one room,

with a concrete basement and an overhanging porch roof extending out some
10 or 12 feet over the door and woodpile.

It sIts along side of Flat Creek

200 or 300 yards up from the mouth in a small clearing maybe 20 to 25 yards
wide and 12.5 yards long parallel to the creek.

The trail into it swings

into the clearin', from a dense thicket of young pine growth on the point

of the ride down river from Flat Creek.

In this thicket the trail men

had cut a section from a log about 3 feet in diameter to clear the way
for the trail and had fixed it so that two bars could be placed across it
to block the trail,

I closed this on the way in and unloaded at the cabin

with a sigh of relief,

I thought my troubles were over,

I looked for a rope--there wasn't any.

bag--there wasn't any.
with was about a 63-foot

I looked for a nose

The only thing I could find to tie the horse up
iece of telephone wire,

I took the saddle and

bridle off and tied him with the wire to a hitching post set in the yard.

I found an old tub, cleaned it out and fd the horse his oats in It.
It seemed for once to satisfy the horse, so I started supper for myself.
The cabin had not been used for some time and everything was thoroughly

srink1ed from the shower of "black rice

furnished by the pack rats,

and the assorerit of food supplies rather limited.

The rats had gotten

into one of the bed rolls tied to the ceiling and had scattered the kapoc

fUll

all over the place.

They had a rats' nest in the cupboard.

a general clean out I looked for something to eat,

I fow'!d. cocoa

After
it

no coffce; there were Leans and cained fruit and some cookable cereals;
that was about all.

I started a fire and had cocoa and a cereal on the

stove when the horse came into the picture again.
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He bad finIshed hia oats and was placidly grazing around within
the limits of the telephone wire.

He

ot a bind leg over the wire and

I guess it tickled him as he suddenly kicked at it and it rang.

At that

he took off, came up to the length of the wire whIch snapped tight and
partially stopped him, but thó post uprooted and with the post whipping
from one side of the clearing to the other behind him be really took off.

I believe that up to now all his actions hd been pure devilment, but now
he was really terrifIed and he put on speed.

Ho made the clearing in

nothing flat and disappeared in the trail, headed back toward Canyon as
if nothing wou3

ever stop him,

I didn't think those two little bars would

do it but on the chance they would, or that the post had caught In the
brush and stopped him, I took out after him.

There he was at the barricade

as quiet and placid as if nothing had ever happened.
I coiled up the wire and led him back to the cabin.
jected so strenuously to the

Ac he ob

I took the bridle arid put It on him

leaving the bit out of his mouth and anchored him with It to the hitching
rail at the cabin door,

My supper had burned to a crisp so I started over with a new
batch of everything,
another oo"motion,
loose again.

Just got to goin well when

r. Horse started

He was rearing back on the bridle trying to break

I rushed out arid got him beføre he succeeded, put the bit

in his mouth this time and by driving a big sta;le in the cabin wall right
next to the cabin door I moored him in under the porch roof and right beside the door where I could reach him quickly.

As it had been threatening

rain for some time and by now it was really coming down, I thought even
a horse as dumb as this one would appreciate being in under a roof and
out of the weather.
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My supper had burned up a second time except for the cocoa,
and by this time it was very dark outside.
on a rainy nigbt

How black thoc woods can be

I had found two candle stubs that the rats hadn't

gotten to and they ftrnisbed all the light a*ilable.

It wasn't enough

for me to cook by so I drank my cocoa and called it a meal.
rats out of a sleeping bag and crawled in,

I shook the

There was a continual roar of

rain on the roof, an occasional flash of lightning and a crash of thunder,
but the most satisfying sound was the occasional stamping of the horse.
He was stayin
up.

All was

anchored.

Blissfully I went to sleep,

uiet--too quiet.

flours later I woke

It was still dark, very dark.

The rain

had stopped and there was an occasional drop only from the trees or eawes
of the cabin,

The thunder had ceased,

The creek roar wa

was unnoticed, but something was wrong.
the horse.
door,

normal so it

I listened, but I didn't hear

1ith many mis.vings I swung out of bed and opened the cabin

No horses

Be had very :eatly chewed the reins in two, leaving

the stubs still tied to the staple and departed to parts unknown,

I

decided that if the horse wasn't easily visible after daylight I'd
lock the saddle in the cabin, phone Canyon to look out for their horse
and finish the trio on foot.

I'd had all of that horse that I

anted.

I started a fire and warmed up the cabin nd some later when
daylight began to show started breakfast,

From time to time I would look

out the cabin door and as the light got stronger I thought I could see

something in the lower end of the clearing; sure enouh it moved--it was

either the horse or a bar,

Thea the daylight was finally strong enough

to see, it was the horse and the problem was how to catch him.

I took

the tub in which I had fed him, rattled a stink around in it to attract
his attention and dumped in the feed of oats.

The horse raised his head

high, trotted up and stuck his head in the tub and I had him.
could do the most unexpected things

4l2.

That horse

.
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I spliced the broken, rein ends into a piece long enough to tie

him with and went back to my breakfast.

It bad burned up.

This time be-

fore I got well started repairing the damage, the horse started trying to
break loose again 80 I saddled him, spliced the reins with baling wire,
locked up the cabin, climbed aboard and took off for Bungalo,

For dinner

the day before I had had a candy bar, for supper a cup of cocoa, for breakfast nothing, and the trip wasn't over yet,

That horse would starve me

to death if the trip was long enough.

The rain had thoroughly wet the brush and in that country it
crowded the trail.

The horse kept sweeping my legs into the brush so

that I'd wipe the water off and before we had gone a mile I wast to
the. skin and it was cold,

I got off and walked for 3 miles to get warm

and this dried my clothes also, but when I got back on the horse he started
sweeping the brush again till I got a little whip,
him with it, just carry it.

I didn't have to hit

From that time on he was dcclity personified

and could steer a straight course through the brush and never brush a
twig.

I was sorry I hadn't tried that stunt the day before.

Suddenly there was a crashing of brush above us and five elk
burst out and crossed the trail less than a hundred yards ahead.

The

horse never turnod a heir, pointed his ears at them and never quit walking.

Then I knew the little whip was magic.

A half mile farther on we

met three hunters in the trail at a sharp bend,
head out where he could see them

The horse stuck his

swapped ends right now in a trail almost

too narrow to walk in and buck jumped back down the trail for 50 yards or
so,

e had to go quite aways farther before I thought the trail 'was wide

enouih to turn hint back again.

The magic of the whip had ceased to work,

and I eould still expect him to do the unexpected.

ll3*

At the end of the roa4 I found Ruff waiting with a fire going
and when he volunteered to take the horse the rest or the way, he bad .*
horse right now.

I dried out at the tire and droye the car to Bungalo,

arriving just at noon, where I met the 1anger who introduced us to

Mr. Percy

ellis, the supervisor of the Clearwater Forest, who was making

an inap3otion trip OVX the Sorest with hLS

CSSOT,

ThOJT h. Spent the

previous night at Canyon hanger .tation and had evidently been Lold about

us as his first cxstion was1 ".Moh one of you boys rode the horse throu.gh?V
When informed that I had he asked how I got alnn, said the boys at Csnyon
were some worried and wondered how I got alona without a rope.

"Oh, they relized they had sent me off without a rope?"
¶ty05, they discovered the fact after you left."

I said,

Mellis said,

I said, "Mr. Mellis,

you don't suppose they let me go off without that rope on purpose, do
you?"

"Oh no", said ho, "those boys wouldn't do that."

"Oh wouldn't

they?" said I and did he laughs
Then Mellie told the rest.

It seems that this horse was a

four year old that had been running wild till this spring when they
caught him up and worked him with the jack

rins durin

the suznr'er,

He had been ricden sorne, but not enough to make him a saddle hor.
I

nder if the

Canyori Boys" exaected ne to :,et through at all,

"these boys wouldntt do thatU" Oh wouldnt they?

Oh no,

